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PREFACE 
This study is an analysis of alternative confinement swine systems 
for Oklahoma. Primarily the objective is to develop and present plan-
ning information that can be used by present and potential swine pro-
ducers in Oklahoma. · The basic types of systems to be evaluated are a 
farrow-to-finish operation, a feeder pig producing operation, and a 
finishing of feeder pig operation. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Gross income from the production of hogs in Oklahoma totaled 40.5 
million dollars in 1972 and 44.9 million dollars in 1973. This is the 
largest contribution the hog industry has made to Oklahoma agricultural 
gross income since 1951. Relatively though, hogs rank eighth in value 
1 
of production compared to all other agricultural products. 
The dramatic increase in the gross income from a low of 18 million 
dollars in 1964 to the high of 44.9 million in 1973 is directly attri-
buted to two related factors, 1) an increase in the average annual 
price of hogs and 2) an increase in the number of hogs marketed. 
The average price received for hogs was $14.80 per hundred pounds 
in 1964 as compared to $24.60 in 1972 and $37.50 'in 1973. As shown in 
Figure 1, marketing numbers increased over the 1964-1972 time period, 
ranging from a low of less than 370,000 head marketed in 1965 to a high 
of over 700,000 in 1971. The calendar year 1973 had a reduction in 
marketings but had the highest average price received for hogs in the 
last 25 years. 
1oklahoma 1973 Agricultural Statistics, Oklahoma Crop and Live-
stock Reporting Service, (Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, September, 1974), 
pp~ 75-105. 
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Figure 1. Hogs Marketed in Oklahoma2 
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The Hog Enterprise in Oklahoma 
While the output of the hog industry has trended upward during the 
last ten years, the number of farms produsing hogs has been decreasing 
as shown in Table I. The number of hog farms has decreased from a high 
of 15,500 in 1966 to a low of approximately 9,000 in 1973 and 1974. As 
farm numbers have decreased, hog inventory numbers per farm for June, 1 
of each year doubled from 1965 to 1971 and then remained comparatively 
stable a-s indieated in Table ·r. 3· ·· Combining this information with the 
1964 and 1969 Census data that shows an increase in hog farms which sell 
more than one hundred pigs per year from 885 in 1964 to almost 1,300 in 
1969, adds evidenee t·hat the nuinber of larger· cmmmereial swine farms is 
increasing in Oklahoma. This trend parallels what has happened to the 
swine indust·ry nationwide over the last ten years. The hog enterprise 
has shifted from a pasture or semi-confinement system.supplementary to 
the farmer's main enterprise to confinement systems with relatively con-
stant labo'l', capital and management resource requirements throughout 
the year. 
The Problem 
The problem that arises, as there is an increase.in confinement 
systems, ·is·· the lack of general economic planning information for pre-
sent and potential hog.enterpreneurs in Oklahoma. In particular, what 
are the alternative production systems to choose from.and what is ex-
pected of each system in t~rms of costs and returns? Thus, there is a 
3rbid. 
4 
need to est-ime:te and· ·devE!"lop input-output coefficients for swine systems 
that the entrepreneur can compare with other production alternatives. 
Year 
1974 
1973 
1972 
1971 
1970 
1969 
1968 
TABLE I 
YEARLY HOG FARM NUMBERS AND YEARLY JIDm. 1 HOG 
INVENTORY NUMBERS FOR OKLAHOMA!/ 
Number of June 1 Average Inventory 
Farms Inventory Per Farm 
9,000 320,000 35.6 
9,000 330,000 36.7 
10,500 409,000 39.0 
13, 000 521,000 40.1 
12,000 395,000 32.9 
13,000 338,000 26.0 
15,000 318,000 21.2 
1967· 15,000 353,000 23.5 
1966 15,500 321,000 20.7 
1965 14,000 255,000 18.2 
A/Oklahoma 1973 .Agricultural Statistics, by the Oklahoma Crop 
and Livestock Reporting Service. 
Specific areas which lack planning information are investment costs, 
operating costs, and output yields. The entrepreneur needs information 
on what it costs to establish a hog enterprise, what it costs to operate 
5 
that system, what· level of output the system produces and the projected 
cash flow so that the entrepreneurts resources are employed where they 
maximize returns to his management ability. 
Objectives 
The general objective of this study is to provide planning infor-
mation for commercial hog producers in Oklahoma. This information re-
sults from an economic evaluation of costs and returns for large 
confinement swine systems. Since hogs are not of the economic impor-
tance of cattle and wheat in Oklahoma, little economic research has been 
done in this area. It is impossible to address all the factors that 
affect costs and returns in one study. Thus, it is necessary to ap~ 
proach the basic areas which show a lack of decision making information. 
Specifically the objectives are to: 
1. Establish investment and operating costs and returns for three 
basic confinement swine systems. 
i. Farrow.,..to-Finish 
ii. Feeder Pig Production system 
iii. Finishing Feeder Pig system 
2. Compare the farrow-to-finish operation as an integration of 
the feeder pig producing system with the finishing of feeder 
pig system. 
3. Determine the profitability of vertically coordinating on-farm 
feed processing and on-farm grain storage with the basic sys-
tems as an alternative input combination. 
4. Develop a projected monthly cash flow for various systems to 
determine the affect economic and managerial factors have on 
6 
the,,pr0fitabilit:y ·of·. the systems. 
Tuere·aTe·many economic factors that affect the input-output rela-
tionship of a confinement swirie system. The next chapter examines the 
underlying economic theory of the costs of production and develops the 
procedure the study uses to evaluate the input-output relationship of 
confinement swine systems in Oklahoma. 
CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL CONCEFT'S"AND.PROCEDURES 
The' 'purposes of this chapter are to (1) review the relevant econo-
mic theory with respect to the planning information gained from (a) econ-
omies of size relationships and (b) vertical coordination of various 
economic stages; and (2) develop the analytical ~rocedure used in this 
thesis. Also considered is·the relationship of the analysis and the 
planning·information·it is to provide to the swine enterpreneur. 
Theory 
Economic.· studies of swine production operations .. a:re of many types, 
but the common underlying element of such studies .. is the production 
function.· The production function is the technical relationship be-
tween inputs· and outputs. Inputs are the factors or resources that are 
combined to·yield the output sold by the firm. As.Stigler1 points out, 
the production function is used to help provide decision.making infer-
mation·fromeither·one of two :approaches; (1) maximiz.e production from 
a givetr set af· resources or (2) minimize cost of securing a given pro-
duct. The latter is the approachused by most·entrepreneurs, since it 
offers· the most flexibili·ty with respect to the number of inputs and 
eutput ·that can be considered. 
1George J. Sti:gler, The Theory of Prices· (New York, 1946), 
pp. 109-115. 
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Cost Function 
When an' eeonomist.estimates the minimum.cest combination of inputs 
for an: enterprise such as' swine,. it :is: necessary theeretiea1ly to derive 
the hasie eost functien:from ·the~prod'uetion·:funetion ..... The .total cost 
fun·ction·,,is ·the· 111l,l.irrer. image" of the producticm .. functio.n. including the 
vaiue: of. the resourees. Fer- example:;·' the ·pewer type of production func-
tion in equation 1, 
(1) y = 
b . 1 
cX ·· 
1 
denotes that production of good, Y,. is. the combination .of .. c. times the 
product of the units of Xi to the bith power. Using a per unit price 
of resoµrce X · ef P equation2 is derived, 
i xi 
1. 1 bl b . b - - i-1 .. ~. i+l b '.': b ~n "b 
bn 
bi bi bi (2) Total Cost ~ p i y x i x -i = c Xi+l ~ 
i=l xi 1 
i-1 
the teta,l, eost function for output, Y. Since. the .average. cost is equal 
to tetal· ces.t divided by total. eutput, dividing equation 2 by Y results 
in equation 3, 
n 
(3)·· Averag~ Total £ 
Cost··= i=l 
- 1 1 
- 1 
bi b. 
c y ]. x 
1 
- bi-1 . ..., bi+l 
_b ___ .-b-
i i 
xi-1 xi+l 
. the average cost per .. unit of output. This particular mathematical form, 
the power function; ~.·yields ... either increasing. or decreasing average total 
cost. ·However, other mathematical farms of production:functions exhibit 
9 
both.±nereasing.and:deereasing:average total.cost of production.2 
Aswine operatien·requires many inputs, both.human.and non-human, 
The affect that these inputs.have on the average cGst function is di-
rectly affectea :by the length of ·run that is being ... considered. The 
short . rnn '· as: discussed ·by Viner3, is the length .. of time over which out-
put:·can·.be·varied·by using more or·less variable.inputs .. with a physical 
plant·· that·· cannot:be altered in· siz·e. Costs .. incurred. in .the short run 
are thus of two•types~- Variable·costs such as the cost.of feed and 
utilities• in a::heg'. operatien, are· those ·t~e decision maker can alter to 
cause.inereases·and decreases.in the·level of .output from the set of 
fixed facilittes. ·Fixed cost is· the combined v:alue.of.the.resources 
that· do 'not change: in·::the short ·run·and··are ·thus. f.ixed.,in .. amount. This 
includes ·such· inputs as ·building.s ·and·· equipment in. the .production of 
hogs. The lerag'.run'represents·the length of.:time.needed-to allow all 
resourees·r. including ·plant· size; to be varied thus resulting in all 
·costs·: being va·riable::to: the producer. 
Figur·e 2 illustrates both. average: fixed .and .ave:rage .. v.ariable cost 
funct:i:en·s· and:rhaw:they vary-as ·the· output of··the firm changes in the 
· shert run·· assuming··plant· size.fixed. 
Since ·f'i:xed ::costs have:·to·::be··met--regardless of the level of output, 
then average fixed ·easts· (AFC} :for output9 Y:, is by.definition a 
reetangalar ·hyperbola·. Th:i,s"means-·that .. as ·output. increases. the amount 
of· fixed:cost· that· each .. unit of··output ·ts "responsible" for declines. 
2Earl: (])·;·Heady-· and· John L~ :Diilicm, ·Agricultural Production Func-
tions (Iowa, 1971), pp. 59-60. 
- 3 .. 
Jacob Vine'IT, ''Cest Curves and .. Supply· Curves, 11 Readings in Price 
Theory:; ed;• 'G. ·• J. Stigler and K. E~ ·Boulding (Chicago, 1952), 
pp. 201-202. 
$/Y 
MC 
Y Per Unit 
Time 
Figure 2. Short Run Cost Curves 
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This is what is meant by uspreading .. out·.the fixed. cost". 
Average variable costs (AVG) are·the costs of variable resources 
divided·by·thenumber of-units.of output~·- 'I'he.AVC curve may decrease 
during the· early stages· ofproductiondue·to ·increased .. productivity of 
the· variable resource·· applied· to the· fixed resources~. The increase in 
AVG is ·due to ·the law of diminishing··returns; Diminishing returns re-
sults: from· the increase in· variable-: resources• applied .. to. a constant 
amount·of-fixedfactors caosing·the productivity of. the additional vari-
able· resources to decline·and-eventoaily the average productivity de-
clines.4 
Average· fixed·:cost .and-average-variable cost .separately provide the 
decision ~maker· with- two· different- input c·ost~output .relationships; AFC 
decreases· as•· outzput•-inr::rreases· and·:AVC increases .as· output. increases. 
For per unit analysis: to .·be .useful; ·it· is· necessary to consider both 
simultaneously. 
Average to.tal·: cest·:>(:ATC) ·.is· average ··fixed·: cost plus .average vari-
able cost;· Any·.eiement-that-aff·ects·.their:shape·(AFCand.AVC) also 
affects·: the· shap·e·:. of· the-average ctotal ·cost· relationships. The rate at 
which· ATC declines·.to its--minimum•·point-as"·ootp.ut·.tncreases .is deter-
mined• by·. thee relative importance·: of· fixed· and· variable .. costs. The rate 
at·wh±ch ATC· increa:ses··.·as··· output· is- increased· is directly affected by 
the• deg:ree<.that···variable•resources-are·affected·by .dim±nishing returns, 
meaning•:that· the de-crease ·in ·the ·efficiency-of· .. the .variable resources 
(increas·e·inAVC) more· than·of-fsets·the-in·creasing efficiency of the 
4rbid., p. 203. 
.fixed resources. 5 
Marginal cost·· (MC) represents the amount·~ that .eaeh :.additional unit 
of output-.:adds· to total cost~. Marginni .cost .equal.s ATC.at its minimum 
point·.· ··The· reasoning-. is: that·:as· long·· as "Me··±s: less. .. tha.n.ATC, the mar-
ginai··effe·ct·:on·:the total .. cause·s the·· average to decline. Where MC ex-
ceeds ·ATC· the· marginal effect causes the ~.average_ to .. increase. 
Assuming·. that· th~- hog producer is~operating ·under conditions 
approach±ng--pure· compe·tition;·:.as· presented-.by·:.t.eftwich, 6 his profit max-
imizing··ievei ··of· output·· is~where··marg±nal ·~cost·. of .producing the last 
unit· of" output-.:eq·uals the-marginai .. revenue·· (price of. the .product) of 
that--same·un·it··of·. outpot·:'(MC·.=·MR_··=··Py} ~··Since .any :.one .hog producer 
supplies·an··insign±ficant :.amount·:of·:.the··· industry :output~ .. his level of 
output-has··no···affect ·on'. the-·price· of ··pork;· and· the .marginal .revenue 
equals ·the·. price; ·If·. the· price:of ··pork:is: $40:per : ..hundred-weight, then 
he produces··and-seils·~pork·:until :the:·cost:of··produciug. the last addi-
tional··1oe···peunds-:of .. pork·:is~~$40;·: ·At-levels :of ;o.utput less .than MC 
equals ·MR:;· more is··added ·to··totaLrevenue--than·to ·total. costs as output 
increases;·.thos·:increasing·profits;--· In-·the· short run, .which indicates 
some·:fixed··reseurees;·it"is·.beneficial··for the.producer .to operate at a 
level· of output· such· that· the-~price·of·pork--equals marginal cost as long 
as the:price·exceeds··AVC· of-:producing--pork~·· At any.price.of output 
above· AVC· the· entrepreneur·:is recovering·:payment .for :.all .of the variable 
resources· and· for at leas.t part of·· the-fixed: resources .. _Should the 
price·of·pork·fall·below·AVC-, the·producer·would·not operate, because 
5Richard·H~-Leftwich;·The·Price"System·and·Resource Allocation 
(New York-,·1966), p. 137. 
6Ibid., p. 22. 
13 
·he wo1:l'ld·:.not·return·enoogh·::to:pay::for··variable resources.. In the short 
run; · then·,·: the· beg··· producer·: theoretically· needs input~o.utput info rm.a-
··· ti·on· su·eh·~.th·at· he·: is· eombining ·his·: inputs·to·~.pr.oduce. at· that level of 
output-:where·. short..,.run ··marginal·· cost -eqoa:l:s-marginal revenue• 
Economies· of· Size 
Eeonem:ies ··of·: size ··:eau·:probabiy··:be~·best ·:defined .as .. the lowering of 
per unit·costs·as·the·amount·of··output·is··increased .. due to changes in 
the· size· of 'the··piant-;: ·'fhe· long~·ron ·•is·: the length .of. time needed to 
permit· changes· in··the·~resoorces·, ··such-as ·plant size, that are fixed in 
the short.run. 
The· situation·:is ~iiiostrated·.in··Figore".S· •.. The. hog. farmer is faced 
with~various· sizes··of-.hog faciiitie~; ·: inqicated:~here.by -short run aver-
age :.tota;l: cost·. (SAG)'::curves:l·:.thru --5 ;--·from··which.:to· .ehoos.e. The long 
run :ave:rage·:cost·. eorve· (I.Ae}; :.drawn ·tangent to'.:the: short .. run average 
· : . cost~:··eu.:rves:·;·· .. :as·stm1.es ::aii:·:·:r-e-se1.111'ees;: ::·tncl.uding:b-uilding .. size, variable. 
TM::s·'.c:trrve-·Tepresents'.'the··most··._e£ftcient··combinati0:n:::..of.inputs to pro-
duee·:any~·tevel':of:·:output; :w:tth::the:.combin.ation.of .re-sources. depicted by 
S:Ae3 representing·a:plant·size-that·is-the·least cost size for produc-
tion of pork. 
In·. the··:long-:-run; .assuming-:-that-the~entreprenaur . .ci:s :operating under 
conditions·· of-- pure· competition;· pr±ce·of-·his· output .. tends .. to move to a 
levei· such· that:returns: to-:-the:: resoorces--·are·:just: adeq,uate .. to maintain 
that· resource in:its·use• · · This·occnrs··at :or near the.plant size that 
has,SAC3;· .. and·:priee af pork;·.P~·in:Figure· .. 3. ~Economic.profit is zero 
and: for- the: hog producer·: to·. combine~ inputs· to·. produce .. more .or less pork 
resuits·in·less.· Thus,·the··conditions··of pure competition in the long 
14 
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Figure 3. Long Run Cost of Producing Pork 
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run forces· the entrepreneur to. continually alter his combination of 
resources·in·:an·attempt:to::achieve·:plant:.size SAC3 • The LAC is the 
economies'. oL size· curve· that'·: theoretically, .. deterndnes. the .combination 
of resou:rces··and: quantity--:of ~-output· that· is·::optimal : .. fer-the swine farm 
in th~ long· run~ 7 · ·· The· shape::of ·: tbis·.c.urve .. is "the result of net inter-
nal· and':.exten;ra:l'.::economf.es·:as-:o.o.utpat·~:levels. change.: ...... -
Net ···tnternai· economies·· {dis economies)·- cause.· decreases .. (increases) 
in: per·unit·.:·eest-s·: as :fiTllls·.:expand~:.ootput ·:along:: their .LAC. curve. If LAC 
is deereasin~·, · the-:· internal': economies·· gained. are: gr.eater. .. than the in-
ternal- diseconemtes; · .. Internal:· economies'. are· .. of ::t'tll'o .~forms: 1) techno-
logical:and:: 2) · pecuniary;··· Technological'.'inte:r.::nal·.economies .are the 
soarc-es: due·to·::imp-reved· organization-·of-:these~.r:esourcas .. pr .. use of me-
thods·::!l)'f'.:produ:c:tien::: that ::are-: made ·~poss±ble:·b.y-: the ::in.GI?ea~e. in size of 
the r-e-sourc.es;;~-.:<By·: incn:easi'ng ·:·tl;re": size ·::of:the·:.hog -operation the pro-
ducer·:may·- reai:tz·e·:·:per"'.:utt:tt··· co-st·:sav:tngs·:in: the·: use .. of·· specialized labor 
or sc:iphi.'St:i·eat:ed:mac:hinery-; :·s·och:as"'. autc:imatic·~ feeding -devices. Pecu-
niary:-il'ltrernai:-ec:enolllies·:'J;~Suit~·from .. the·::abiiity:: of. larger firms to re.,. 
buying::whe1;r·1::a0rg·e::ameunts·:of~.x .. e·11Jou-rc·es·-.are:-::.obta±nad~ .. ~ .:Inte-rnal disecono.,. 
size.9 
.7 J~dp~··.·Madden, Economies· of· Size in Farming, Agricultural Economic 
Report:l07 (Washit1.gten;-;:1'-~ C.; February, 1967), pp. 3-5. 
8vimn.•·; ._pp. 212..-213. 
9stigler; pp. 137-138. 
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Reduction in per unit long run costs may be caused by factors ex-
ternal to the firm. These external economies and diseconomies result 
from expansion of output by the entire industry. Technical external 
economies result from factors such as better organization of the resource 
markets and more efficient communication that comes from having more 
firms in the industry. Pecuniary economies result from the reduction in 
the price paid for resources by the firm as the entire output of the 
industry increases. As industry output increases, use of resources is 
by definition also increasing enabling the firms that produce the re-
source to incur net internal economies and thus sell their output at a 
lower price. The national shift of hog production from the small pas-
ture operation to the large total confinement systems has probably re-
sulted in lower hog feed costs and equipment costs as feed dealers and 
manufacturers lowered their per unit cost because of the increased use 
of these inputs. External diseconomies cause the per unit costs to rise 
as industry output increases. This is caused by the increase in market 
demand for resources making higher resource prices. 
Increasing technical efficiency and pecuniary economies available 
to Oklahoma hog producers lead to decreasing per unit pork production 
costs as output and plant size increase from low output levels. For a 
certain range of output there appears to be relatively few economies or 
diseconomies as the size of operation increases until the ability to 
manage the operation and achieve the same level of technical efficiency 
results in higher per unit costs. This indicates hog producers can 
achieve approximately the same average cost level over a wide range of 
outputs as indicated by the flat section of the LAC curve in Figure 3. 
Thus, the individual hog entrepreneur in the long run achieves an effi-
17 
cient plant size somewhere on the flat portion of the LAC curve. It is 
assumed that the budgets presented in the following chapter represent 
inputs, outputs and cqs·ts for a firm operating at a point on this sec-
tion of the LAC curve. 
Vertical· Coordination 
When discus·s·ing ·economie$ of size, it is stated that the difference 
between the short run and the long run is that in the short run plant 
size is fixed where as in the long run all resources are variable. 
Thus, in the leng run the physical plant becomes a variable resource 
for· the firm, ·the firmbeing no more than the unit that organizes inputs 
te preduce ·a product. When the swine entrepreneur is making long run 
decisions, he has several production processes from which to choose. 
First, he•maydeeide to continue as is, if he feels that his is the most 
proMtable way te produce hogs. Shquld he find that his is not the op-
timum available plant size, he can alter his combination of resources to 
take advantag·e of .ecanomies of size as an alternative. A third alter-
native is to int·egrate horizontally, which is basica:Lly a factor repeti-
tien of the op·tdmum• resource combination. Another choice facing the 
individual entrepreneur is vertical integration. This alternative can 
also be ·comlrined with ·t4e other choices and provide yet another combin-
. 10 
ation of resources. 
Up to this point of the discussion the firm has been limited to 
one output with economic efficiency gained by increasing that output. 
lORonald.L. Mighell and LawrenceA. Jones~ Vertical Coordination 
··in- Ag:deult:ttre, ·Agricultural Economic Report No. 19 (Washington, D. · C., 
February, 1963), pp. 4-11. 
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The analysis·,has been held to one economic stage, with an economic stage 
being any l:'rocess or production function that produces a product that is 
sold. Vertical integrat·ion is the combining of economic stages so that 
what once was ··a finai.· p·roduct for the firm now becomes an intermediate 
·good used to'l:'roduce a" different final good. The farrow-to-finish swine 
operation can be considered a combination of two economic stages, feeder 
pig· prodac·tiem and finishing feeder pigs, into one operation. The eco-
nomic advan.tage •is ·ff· the"·farrow-to .... finish operation can produce 
slaughter· hogs ·at ··a per unit cost that is less than the combined cost 
of having ·the hogs produced by a feeder pig farmer and sold to another 
farmer ··finishi:ng'. feeder pigs. This may be the case for the integration 
be-eatJ1.se ·seme<'·of 'the buying and selling costs have been eliminated in 
the·fa::rrow-to-fi'l.lish operatillln~ Tl:tereare other· factors such as trans-
poTtat±on·eosts that'.producesimilar types of economies that might fur-
ther redu·ee ··per unit costs'. · In general, though, the situation is as 
shown' ·in Figure 4. Curves s 1 m1 •••• s 6 s 6 represent the LAC curves of 
separate···f·irms'"perferming e·aeh· of the economic stages that might be in-
tegrat~c,t. _CurvesS1 M1 .~ •• 86 86 represents the LAC curves as addi-
tional·'ecenomic· stages• are integrated· with the previous process to yield 
a verticallyintegrated firm.· The·shape·of these LAC curves for the 
lat!te:r" ·firms 'indicates >•t·h:atc as additional·· stages are added the complex-
ity::• ef·· th·e·::operat±on• will cause the lowest level of output at which 
minimum··-ee·sts are realized .. to he higher than at the previous stage. 
Thus;• if•, a fiym·· ±s · to expand vertically, there will also be a need to 
expand' horizon.tally·. · Should there also be some managerial restraints, 
then the•highest· level of output at which minimum per unit costs are 
realized· may· ·be at successively· lower levels of output as economic 
$/Y 
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segregated integrated 
$/Y 
S6~M6 
--
M 
--~~~~~~---,(_1_ 
Y Per Unit Time 
Figure 4. A Comparative Analysis of Segrated and Integrated 
Structures of Firms 
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stages·•a<re''"Ve?ti:eaily i:ntegrated. · The affeet of organizational complex-
ity therFmay be· teF limit the range· over which integration and economies 
ef size provide per unit cost savings until finally a combination of 
stages· sµeh as Sf Ms yields-:higher per unit costs then the segregated 
firms• ' Thus, ,•the ··forces of pure competition will not permit this com-
b±nation: of i.1'1.teg?ated: stages·. to exist without expansion of the mana-
gerial capacity• ll It is partially because of this that there appears 
to b'e a reductierr·in the number of farms that raise their own feed grain 
fer·use·in their swine· operations. 12 
Estimation of Input-Output Relationship 
There are two related problems encountered in estimating input-
outpat relati:onships to previde.planning information. First, which type 
of dataisused·and•second, what· technique is used to provide the in-
formation. 
13 Data·· is· clas·sified as.' either· experimental· or nonexperimental data. 
Nonexperimental data is~based·on historical time series or cross-
see-tiona:1.in£ermationebtained from past·records of producing farms. 
The0 'advantage·s'·of this· type of data are the ease with which it is col-
leeted·and·itsdi:rect"Connection withactual world situations. The main 
disadvantage··:i:sthe· laek-ofr.control· over· important factors, such as 
management·and·technolegy levels;, that affect costs and returns rela-
11oswa·ld P·. 'Blaich, .-vertical Integration in Theory, Report No. 520 
(Minnesota;,· 1961~, pp. 14-42. 
12oswaldP.·Blaieh, "Integration in Theory.With an Application to 
Hogs",, J·•F.E'., Vol-. XI.II, No•· 5 (December, 1960), pp. 1287-1296. 
13Heady:and·Dillion, pp. 142-149. 
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tionships .- Experimental data is gen·erated by the researcher for hypo-
thetical farms· based·· on production .coefficients estimated by the tech-
nical sc.ience ·involved•·· This typ·e' of data allows the researcher to 
control the facters·deem:ed important to the study. Such.things as levels 
of management" and technology can b·e· held· constant in the analysis to 
determine the·•'effect changes in ·the input"'-output relationship have on 
the· profit•abiiity· of the farm. 
Once the----data is collected, it .is .necessary to determine the ap-
propriate· approach to analyzing the input-output coefficients. One 
method is the actual estimation of SAC and LAC curves for marginal an-
alysis. Statistically, the least squares method is one way of esti-
mating· costs curves from nonexperimental data. The problem that arises 
from using this method is that it fails to differentiate between changes 
in output· due to better uti.lization· of the existing plant ... versus changes 
in output' due to changes" in· the plant size.··· If· it is possible to dis-
tinguish· pi:ant· capacitr·and· to· fit the regression line to only the well 
designed,-· fully utilized f·arms; then the problem arises in having an 
adequate sample s'ize especially·· for large· output farms •14 Another ap-
proach· to"estimating cost· curves·•is·the··synthetic--firm method that 
employs· budgeting if· there-are· few types· of firms from which to choose 
and"iinear programming·· as the· mathematical technique where the number 
of·firms·is·· large• With either technique the basic objective is to 
minimize· cost of producing a level of output for a specific .plant size; 
then as the output level is varied, minimum cost varies yielding a SAC 
curve•·. A~LAC curve is then obtained by altering the plant size to com-
14R. G. Bressler, "Research Determination of Economies of Scale," 
J.F.E.; Vol. XXVII, No. 3 (August, 1945), pp. 526-539. 
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Sinee · ad·equate· hrstorica1. input'""'"outpcrt·· data for confinement swine 
systems· ·in.-- Okl'a.homa·"dees ·not exist,· this·· study employs a synthetic-firm 
apprerach". ···The first· ·step·· is· to· conS'truct· complete enterprise budgets 
for the· three'··basi·c· confinement swine· systems (farrow-to-finish, feeder 
pig· production,· and the· finishing of feeder pigs) in Oklahoma. These 
avera:ge· annual· budg·et·s; :presented in Chapter III, are based on invest-
ment· req-1;1.irements· and costs estimated by extension agricultural engi-
neers~· and· operating requirements and expected output levels estimated 
by· extension- animal scientists, at Oklahoma State University. 
··Cost· infCJrm:ation i·s also· developed for on-farm feed proceasing and 
on-fann:·gra:in stl:lrage as potential economic production stages to be 
vertically coordinated with the tli:i:ee basic systems. 
Since'··it· is the objective· of this study to compare various systems 
that· employ· ·ai·f'fe:ring production processes and not to evaluate any one 
particular system,- i:t is as·sumed-- that·· each· budgeted system is the most 
efficient·-eombinatic:m· of····resuurces fur- that operation. Theoretically 
th:en>j:'' l:'eferring-. ta' Figure·· '.l';· each· system· represents a hog farm with a 
SAe· curve··o·n-1rhe"·fl1:1:t· ·section of the LAC curve. 
Chapter ±V· compares the various swine systems, based on the average 
annual·returnst-o-iand, overhead, risk and·martagement. Returns are the 
summed .. amount .. bri.irtd:ch ·the price of the output exceeds the average cost 
of' prodm~ing• eaeh unit of· output·; --so, any change in the level of re-'-
turns without· a· changeirt the-output of the enterprise or the output 
pric·e,· indi·eates· a· change· in the average cost of production and any 
1~adden, pp. 29-33. 
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changes in the relative change· in the'ir average· cost of production. 
Based then· on the· average annual costs and returns budgets, four 
different analyses are performed to provide planning information for 
present· and"potentiai swine producers. First, an "equitable" feeder pig 
pricing formula is calculated so that the ratio of the returns for feeder 
pig production to the returns f 0-r finishing feeder pigs equals the ratio 
of· the· amount· of labor involved in the two operations. Second, based on 
an "equitable" feeder pig price, all enterprises are budgeted at dif-
fering capi·tal cost· rates to provide the individual farmer with planning 
information· based on the price he pays for capital. Third, discounted 
present value of estimated returns to each basic system are calculated 
and compared toinvestment requirement costs to provide the discounted 
net yield of each system to indicate the profitability of the alterna-
tive investments.16 A cash flow analysis provides planning information 
, 
in the· form of loan requirements and time period required to pay for 
the system. 
16william J~·Baumol; Economic Theory and Operations Analysis (New 
Jersey, 1972), pp. 461-471. 
CHAPTER III 
CONFINEMENT SWINE OPERATIONS FOR OKLAHOMA 
The production of slaughter hogs is typically analyzed in terms of 
a farrow-to-finish operation. .This type of operation involves all 
phases of a hog life cycle beginning with the breeding of the sow 
through finishing and sale of slaughter hogs. Farrow-to-finish produc-
tion is composed of two stages of production that in themselves are 
potential swine operations. The farrowing of the litter and nursing 
the pigs results in a product, feeder pigs, that either goes on to the 
same producer's growing·andfinishing flooror is sold to another firm 
for finishing. The production of feeder pigs is one stage of produc-
tion. · The growing and finishing steps of a farrow-to-finish operation 
form a second stage of swine operations, ·commonly referred to as the 
finishing·of feeder pigs. Each of these three production operations 
(farrow-to"-finish, feeder pig production and swine finishing) are an-
alyzed in this study~ To further explore possible forms of integration, 
it is necessary to consider either theproduction of resources or the 
processing of output. Based on the level and type of management as-
sumed, on~farm·feed processing and grain storage is a likely production 
stage to be integrated with the three systems, The purpose of this 
chapter is te> first present the three basic swin·e systems and then to 
present these systems as integrated with feed processing and grain stor-
age. 
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PaTrow-to--Finish 
H:i'ere©rieaH.y, 'the· farrow-t:o-f'inish: ··opera:ti:ort was considered a sup-
plementory ent'eTprise; perfa::irmed on -pa'sture employing the resources that 
were left· over fronr the farms· main enterprises. With the level of tech-
nology •and-·pr±ces prevailing in. recent years; this type of operation has 
become·one that uses·- highly specialized. re-sources, such as environmen-
tally control·led conffnement buildings, on a relatively constant basis 
throughout· the· year.· There ·exi·st numerous types of technology that come 
under theheading'of confinement.facilities. The one a farmer uses is 
a function of· his· managerial· ability, preferences, resources and finan-
cial capabilities·. ··The system used forthis analysis i.s chosen because 
1) ·ft- d±spJ:ays the···characteristics ·of ·present day swine production 
technology,- 2)· of·-its adaptability to hog operations other than farrow-
to-finish-, 3) it is· designed·-for· expansion and 4) reliable construc-
tion and··±nve·stment··.estimates· are available. 
Livest-eek'.fnv·est:ment· and' Production 
The1·Breed:ing Herd·.· The- breeding herd consists of 100 sows, 5 boars 
and replacement· gilts·.· Sows· are·marketed·-foilowi:ng their second litter. 
Sows or repiacement""'•g:i:lts ·tqat· do--not·:·breed--are ·sold ·within two weeks 
of the· time·0 'that··it· is discovered-that they_ have not bred. Boars are 
replaced every yean ·· The· init±al investment ··in the breeding herd con-
sists of·= 1) 100 sews· at·· a cost of $160 ·per sow and 2) 5 boars at a 
· va-l:ae ·per--.-·head-·ef···$'36-e·; Since· gilts are ·saved as replacements, only the 
initial·l()0'gi:ltsare·purchasedoff the farm. 
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TheProduet:i:on·Schedule;; The 100 sows are divided into three groups 
(2 thirty"'"three· sow-groups· and· one group of··34). A 90 percent concep-
tion·rate is assumed· such that 30 sows for each group farrow. 
·The length of-breeding time is 3 weeks and scheduled so that the 
multiple· farrowings· areat eight week intervals, resulting in 6.5 litter 
!. 
greups· farrowed per ·year~ Assuming· that· the !''.above average management 
obtains·'an· average· litter size of· eight pigs; the 100 sows, as shown in 
Table If; produce 1560gi1ts and barrows per year. Of these 1435 market 
hogs sold· annually. Annual sales also includes 19 sows that do not 
breed, 105- sows--sold after their second litter, and the 5 boars. 
The• time· schedule for each group of sows includes the three-week 
breeding-peri:od;,a·thirteen-week gestation period, followed by a far-
owing--l:a·ctaticm period·of eight weeks.··· The·· pigs are weaned at 4 to 6 
weeks of age and moved te the grewer;,- Grower time for the pigs average 
7 weeks•··· 'At•' approximately· 13 weeks of age the ·pigs are moved to the 
:finishing·· building·;,·· It- is assumed that one-third of each litter achieves 
market 0 wei:ght and· is sold·after eight weeks on the finishing floor, one-
third- after ten·weeks-, 'and the-remaining ·hogs are sold after twelve 
weeks• The slaughter barrows·and·gilts are assumed to average 220 
pounds-when marketed;· ·Thus·,·.·the--most·efficient pigs are assumed to 
reach 220·,at the age of· 21 weeks, while·· the least efficient require 25 
weeks to reach market weight·; A ·mqre detailed presentation of this 
production schedule is contained in·osu Fact Sheet 1208. 1 
1Pete Bloome et al,, 100-Sow, Farrow-to-Finish Swine System 
(Stillwater, 1974). 
TABLE II 
PRODUCTION COEFFICIENTS FOR DETERMINING 
ENTERPRISE OUTPUT 
Output Item 
Breeding 
Sows Bred 
Sows Farrowed (%) 
Farrowing 
Litters 
Pigs to Grower 
Average Per Litter 
Marketi.E.& 
Slaughter Hogs 
Pounds Slaughter Hogs 
Average Weight 
Sows 
Pounds Sow Sold 
Average Sow Weight 
Feeder Pigs 
Pounds of Feeder Pig 
Average Weight Feeder Pigs 
Total Pounds Pork Sold 
Farrow 
to 
Finish 
216 
195 (90) 
195 
1,560 
8 
1,435 
315,700 
220 
124 
44,550 
359 
Production Process 
Feeder 
Pig 
Production 
216 
195 (90) 
195 
1,560 
8 
124 
44,550 
359 
1,435 
71, 7 50 
50 118,30~/ 
A/Includes sale of 5 four-hundred pound boars. 
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Finish 
Feeder 
Pigs 
1,511 
332,420 
--l 
332,420 
An average annual price of $40 per hundred-weight for slaughter 
hogs is used to compute receipts. This price is adjusted monthly using 
a centered, 12 month moving average, seasonal index as shown in Table 
III. Hogs are marketed approximately every eight weeks in groups of 
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240· ·pigs minus the replacements·.··· The ·19··non"'"breeders are sold at an 
average .. weight of 300 ·pounds· for ·$37 ·p·er ·hundred-weight. Sows sold after 
their second litter average 370 pounds and are·valued at $36 per hundred-
weight. Five 400 pound boars are sold for $32 per hundred-weight. 
Inputs 
Buildings· and Equipme.nt Costs. The main physical facilities, based 
on agricultural engineer designs, consist·of: 1) a thirty crate slatted 
floor farrowing house, 2) a ten pen slatted floor grower and, 3) a 
finishing-building with twenty·partially slatted pens. A more detailed 
description is presented in Table IV. As shown, this system also in-
eludes a lagoon for manure disposal and nine outside pens with shelters 
for the· breeding ·herd;. Informat·ion concerning site selection and 
arrangement is contained·inOSU·Fact Sheet 1208. 2 Other equipment in-
clude·s·'a·water· system'· a standby generator, a used tractor, feed trailer 
and ·a 1/ 2 ·.ten pickup truck. 
The initial investment for the items in·Table IV is $83,200. This 
cost ·can be e~eeted to ·vary by as much·· as· $7, 000 depending on local 
conditions·and·the amount· of construction responsibility·assumed by the 
owner"'"operator~ · Turn-key construction·costfor an identical facility 
is estimated· to be-- from $100,000 to $150,000. 
FeedReql:l:f:.rements·and Costs. The rations assumed and the ingre-
dients of·the rations are based·on recommendations by Oklahoma State 
University swinenutritionists; 3 The rations are given in Table V. 
3vernon·Stevens and William Luce; Swine Nutrition (Stillwater, 
1972) •. 
Months 
Jan. 
Feb. 
Mar. 
Apr. 
May 
June 
July 
Aug. 
Sep. 
Oct. 
Nov. 
Dec. 
TABLE III 
SEASOMAf:i'PRICE ·INDEXES FOR SLAUGHTER HOGS, 
MILO AND SOYBEAN MEAJ.1./ 
Hogs Milo Soybean Meal 
101. 32 99.74 98.75 
111. 82 101.35 99.58 
101.35 101. 7 5 99.06 
94.69 101.82 97.89 
98.88 100078 98.47 
103 0 31 100. 60 99.48 
110044 103.18 101. 30 
102.92 101. 80 102.68 
97.76 98.16 102.60 
93.35 95.47 101. 50 
89.36 97.39 100.14 
94.79 97095 98.54 
f=/oklahoma Farm Prices, from USDA-SRS Agricultural 
Prices, for 1965~1972 are used to calculate the indexes. 
Actual calculation is done by a computerized centered 12-
month moving average program by Dr. Paul Hummer, Agricul-
tural Economist, Oklahoma State University. 
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TABLE IV 
PHYSICAL FACILITIES FOR THE 100 SOW FARROW-TO-FINISH SWINE SYSTEM 
Item 
Farrowing Building A/ 
Grower Building A/ 
Finishing Building 
Lagoon 
Sow and Boar Pens 
Water System and Generator 
Tractor and Trailer 
Pickup 
Description 
30 crates on partially slatted floors; 
15 on each side of 4 ft. alley way. 
10 pens, 8 ft. X 10 ft.; five pens on 
each side of 4 ft. alley way. 
20 pens 8' X 30' on slatted floors 
with 4 1 alley way in front of pens. 
160 ft. frontage X 115 ft. wide X 
10 ft. deep. 
1 pen with shelter 15 ft. X 20 ft. 
(for new gilts). 
4 pens with shelter 10 ft. X 15 ft. _(for 
sows and gilts held for breeding). 
2 gestation pens with shelter 15 ft. X 
30 ft. 
4 pens for boars with shelter 
Used 
1/2 ton 
Size 
24' x 84' 
24' x 48' 
34' x 160 1 
20 1 x 100' 
20' x 100' 
100' x 200' 
10' x 50' 
55 H.P. 
!/The farrowing and growing facilities would typically be included in one structure. 
Initial 
Investment 
$27,000 
13,000 
23,500 
2,400 
8,000 
3,500 
2,300 
3,500 
$83,200 
w 
0 
~ 
Fed to Pigs From 
Ingredients 
Milo 
Corn 
Soybean Meal 
Sucrose 
Whey 
Salt 
DicalciumPhos. 
Calcium 
Vitamin Trace!/ 
Alfalfa Meal 
TOTAL 
Percent Protein 
Pounds Feed/Pound Gain 
Yearly Ration Needs in 
Tons for 100 Sew Farrow-
to-.,.Finish Unit 
Tons for 100 Sow Feeder 
Pig Production Unit 
Tons for Finishing Feeder 
Pig Unit 
TABLE V 
FEED REQUIREMENTS 
Starter 
One. week. to 40 lb .. 
617 
637 
540 
50 
100 
10 
36 
10 
--
~zuoo 
18 
2.0 
31.2 
31. 2 
Grower 
40 lh. · tG -120, .. lb. 
1510 
435 
10 
30 
15 
2000 
16 
3.1 
152.l 
11. 7 
187.0 
Finisher 
120 lh-•. - Market 
1620 
--
325 
10 
30 
15 
2000 
14 
4.05 
334.13 
37.8 
315.9 
Breeder 
1432 
413 
10 
30 
15 
100 
2000 
14 
130.03 
130.03 
A/Add vitamin trace according to recommendations. The amount required usually is within the range 
of 2.5 to 10 pounds per ton. 
t.J 
'"'"" 
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The three rations fed to the hog from the time it is weaned until fin-
ished are the starter, fed from one week of age until the pig weighs 40 
pounds, followed by the grower ration fed until the pig weighs 120 
pounds, and the finishing ration fed from·l20 pounds to market weight. 
The feed efficiency estimates presented in Table V were prepared by OSU 
swine·nutritionists·assuming::above average management. 4 Based on the 
feed efficiency estimates and the length of time on each feed, it is 
calculated that a 100-sow farrow~to-finish operation requires 31.2 tons 
of starter·ration per year, 152.1 tons·of grower, and 334.13 tons of 
fi:nishingration·per year• This system also requires yearly 130.03 tons 
ofbreeder rationforthe·sows and boars. 
These feed requirements imply.an overall efficiency of 3.6 pounds 
of feed P"el'''POund·of porksold·or 4.12 pounds of feed per pound of 
slaughter hog sold. 
Thebimenthlrration-requirements·throughout the year are calcu-
lated ·u.sing-"·1=-he'·prodaetion·: scheduie·and·the ·information .in Table V. The 
amoants""of····mi1:o··and- soybean··meal"needed"'"bimonthly are presented in 
Table· V'.E:•;;" ''Fhe'·qu-antiti·es .. required· of· the other ingredients are treated 
as• a -ye~rly ameunt because; -1) · the price -ef these does not show a cy-
clical movement"Or 2) .. ·the level u~ed bimonthly is too small to signifi-
cantir affect· costs· and returns. 
Thebimont-hly·ration requirements are multiplied by seasonally ad-
justed· prices for the-in~:p~·ediefits· tcr:arrive at· the cost for the feed. 
The•monthly• price indexes for:milo and· soybean meal given in Table III 
are based ·en···Gklahoma monthly· average· farm prices for 1965 through 1972. 
TABLE VI 
AVERAGE ANNUAL COSTS AND RETURNS FOR THE 100-SOW 
FARROW-TO-FINISH SWINE SYSTEM 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PRODUCTION UNITS OUANJTY wEIGHT PRICE VALUE/UNIT VALUE 
SLAUGHTER HOGS HD. 103.00 2.20 40.520 89.14 qlBl.~2 
SLAUGHTER HOGS HO. 207.00 2.20 H.720 ~a .3a 20365.47 
SLAUGHTER HOGS HD. 237.00 2.20 37. 880 113.34 l 97~0.62 
SLAUGHTER HOGS HD. 237 .oo 2.20 41.320 90.90 21544.23 
SLAUGHTER HOGS Hf). 237.00 2.20 41.160 90.55 214C.0.81 
SLAUGHTER HOGS HD. 201.00 2.20 37. 320 a2.10 l~'N5. 52 
SLAUGHHR HOGS 
.t"l. 207 .oo 2.20 37 .920 83.42 17 268. 76 
saws rm. 19.00 J.oo 31. 000 111.00 2109.00 
sows HO. 105.00 3. 70 36.000 133.20 13 985. 99 
BOAR HD. s.oo 4.00 32 .oco 128.00 640.0J 
TCTAL RECEIPTS 143302.06 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
OPERATING INPUTS UNITS 
MILO 
MILO 
MILO 
MILO 
MILO 
MILO 
SOYBEAN MEAL 
SOYBEAN MEAL 
SOYBEAN MEAL 
SCYBEAN MEAL 
SOYBEAN MEAL 
SOYBEAN MEAL 
SALT 
DICAL PHOSPHATE 
CALCIUM 
CORN 
SUCROSE 
DRIED WHEY 
VIT TRACE 
ALF MEAL 
VET & MED. 
GRIND & HIX FEED 
SELL & ~AULING 
BCA~ PIGS 
UTILITIES 
OPER. TAX & INS. 
TRACTOR FUEL COST 
TRACTOR REPAIR COST 
TRACTOR LUBE COST 
MACHI NERY FUEL CCST 
MACHINERY LUBE COST 
MACHINERY REPAIR COST 
ECUIPMENT PEPAIR 
TOTAL OPERATING COST 
RETURNS TO LANO,LABORoCAPITAL,MACHINERY, 
DVER~EAO,RISK,AND MANAGEMENT 
CAPITAL COST 
•NNUAL OPERATING CAPITAL 
TRACTOR INVESTMENT 
MACHINERY INVESTMENT 
E CU I Pfo!ENT INV ES TM ENT 
LIVESTOC~ INVESTMENT 
TOTAL INTEREST CHARGE 
RETURNS TO LANO, LABOR, MAC~INERY, 
OVER~EAD, RISK AND MANAGEMENT 
UWNERSHIP COST: (DEPRECIATION, 
TAXES, INSURANCE! 
TRACTOR 
MACHINERY 
El:IJ I PM ENT 
LIVESTCCK 
TOTAL OWNERSHIP COST 
RETURNS TQ L•NO, LABOR, OVERHEAD, 
RISK ANO MANAGEMENT 
LABOR COSTS 
MACHINERY LABOR 
LI VE STOCK LABOR 
TOTAL LABOR COST 
RETURNS TC LAND, OVERHEAD 
RISK ANO MANAGEMENT. 
CWT. 
CWT• 
CWT~ 
CWT. 
cwT. 
CWT. 
cwT. 
cwT. 
cwT. 
CWT. 
cwT. 
cwT. 
cwT. 
cwT. 
cwT. 
BU. 
CWT. 
CWT. 
CWT• 
CWT• 
HO. 
TONS 
HD. 
HO. 
DOL. 
DOL. 
DOL. 
DOL. 
DOL. 
DrlL. 
RATE 
PER UNIT 
1561.00 
1585.00 
1618.00 
1629.00 
1627.00 
1630.00 
394.00 
4011.00 
411.00 
412.00 
411.00 
412.00 
64.80 
195.00 
96.00 
360.00 
15.60 
31.20 
12.00 
150.00 
1764.00 
648.00 
1559.00 
5.oo 
12.00 
35420.00 
NUMBER 
OF UNITS 
1.00 
1. 00 
1.00 
1. 00 
1. 00 
1.00 
1. 00 
1.00 
1.00 
l.oo 
1. 00 
1.00 
l.oo 
1. 00 
1. 00 
l.oo 
t.oo l.oo 
l.oo 
l.oo l.oo 
l.oo 
l.oo 
1. 00 
l.oo l.oo 
PRICE 
0.100 
0.100 
0.100 
0.100 
0.100 
PRICE 
3.000 
1.000 
TOTAL 
UNITS 
1561.0JO 
1585.000 
1618 .ooo 
1629.000 
1627.000 
1630 .ooc 
394. ooc 
408. 000 
411.0CC 
412.000 
411. 000 
412.000 
64.800 
195 .coo 
9~.C'OO 
360. ooc 
15 .ooc 
31.200 
12.000 
150 .ooo 
1764.000 
648. OOC· 
1559.000 
5. 000 
12. 000 
35420.000 
AMOUNT 
38623.082 
Jot,. 45" 
1214.760 
42449.934 
11499. 996 
HOURS 
361.199 
2040.000 
PRICE 
~.99 
4.07 
4.03 
4.13 
3.93 
3.90 
7.89 
7.92 
1.a0 
a.10 
a.21 
e.oo 
2.10 
3 .10 
i .eo 
2. SC 
10.00 
9 .oo 
50.00 
4.50 
1. 50 
1.00 
1. 50 
300.00 
106.26 
c.02 
VALUE 
~228.3~ 
6450. 95 
6520. 54 
6727.77 
i. 394.11 
6357.00 
3108.61> 
>231. 36 
3238.68 
H37 .20 
3314.31 
32%.0J 
13~. 08 
,(.4.50 
11?. 30 
9J• .oo 
150.00 
280.80 
600. 00 
675.00 
2646.uO 
~536. 00 
2338.50 
1500.00 
1275.12 
665.90 
19.11 
50.81 
2.87 
165.41 
24. 82 
36.92 
2205.00 
17 256. 19 
66045 .ea 
VALUE 
3862.31 
30.45 
121.48 
ltzt.4.'19 
1150.00 
9409. 21 
56636.66 
40.97 
247.38 
9756.29 
216.20 
10260. 83 
46375.83 
1083.60 
!>120.0l 
7203.59 
39172. 23 
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The monthly seasonal -- adjusted prices in Table VI .are based on an average 
annual pric:e of$4-per hundred-weight for·milo and $8 per hundred-weight 
for soybeaff meal. The cost of other feed ingredients .listed in Table VI 
is based on prices quoted-for central-Oklahoma·in October of 1974. A 
grinding ·and.mixing-.charge· of $7 per ton is included on the 648 tons of 
feed that the·entire·operation:requires yearly. 
Laber-Requirement and Cost. Detailed input studies for swine op-
erations·in Indiana; Iowa and Texas indicate that a 100-.sow farrow-to-
finish-operation, with the.type of facilities assumed, requires about 
2,-400-hours' of· labor per·-year. 5 Eighty-five percent of this time is 
used· for livestock· and 15-'percent is ·machinery labor. Since the work 
-- invelved' in- operating·· a··farrow..,.to--finish· system· involves a great deal 
of attention--to detail; it is assumed that a wage rate of $3 per hour 
must be paid··to: attract the skilled. labor required. Should the owner 
be· the operator the $3 per hour-is assumed to be withdrawn for family 
living expenses. 
Other Operating Inputs and Costs. One expense that any swine pro-
ducer definitely incurrs is veterinary services and medical.supplies. 
The cost of _these varies by location .and management practices but esti-
matesfromanimal·s~ientists.indicate that the average cost of such 
services is $1~50 per slaughter-hog produced. This includes routine 
practices· and· unexpected medical requirements that may arise. 
5Larry D. Trede, "Cost and Returns of Different Swine-Eroduction 
System/' ·EC--6739 Cooperative Extension Service, Iowa State .University 
(Iowa, 1971), p. 5; see also A. E. Lines and D. H. Bahe,. "Planning Data 
for Hog Farms," Cooperative Extension Service, Purdue University (Indi-
ana, 1972), pp. 14-15; see also T. R. Owens, J. C. Snodgrass and H. Y. 
Lee, "Labor Utilization Confinement Rearing of Swine Texas High Plains," 
ICASAE Special Report No. 45 (TeX!lS., 1971), pp. 3-14. 
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A blanket policy insurance charge and a tax charge are included on 
the slaughter hogs that are being produced. Based on the production 
schedule the production process repeats itself approximately every six 
months, so an average cash value is calculated as one-half of the total 
first six months receipts to arrive at an estimate of the value of the 
slaughter herd on any one day of the year. An insurance rate of $.88 
per $100 cash value and a tax-rate of $10 per $1,000 cash value are 
based on central Oklahoma Farm Bureau Insurance rates and advalorem tax 
rates. 
6 Marketing and hauling costs of $1.50 per hog sold are charged. 
Utilitiestotaling $1,275per year and the fuel, lubrication and repair 
costs for 180 hours of pickup truck and 132 hours of tractor operation 
per·year are included. Replacement boars must be purchased each year. 
The assumed cost is $1,500. 
Comparison of Annual· Costs and Returns 
The average annual costs and returns budget generated .for the 100-
sow farrow-to-finish swine·system is· given in Table VI. Based on the 
farrowing, breeding and marketing data from Table II, average annual 
gross receipts, which include the sale of barrows, gilts, nonbreeders, 
sows and boars, for the farrow-to-finish operation total $143,302.06. 
Total average annual costs as shown in Table VII are $104,129.83 
or $28.74 for every hundred pounds of pork sold, This includes operat-
ing costs ($77,256.19), capital cost ($9,409.21), ownership cost 
6navid Bache, "Cost and.Returns in Hog Production Detail Budgets 
for the Swine Enterprise" (Paper presented at Annual Extension Workers 
Conference, Purdue University, October 1971, Indiana). 
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TABLE VII 
INPUT COEFFICIENTS FOR DETERMINING ENTERPRISE OPERATING COSTS 
Production Process 
Inputs Item 
Feed Fed 
Hundred-Weight 
Per lb. Pork Sold 
Per lb. Sl. Hog Sold 
Per lb. Feeder Sold 
Feed Cost!:/ 
Total 
Per Pound of Feed 
Per lb. Pork Sold 
Per lb. Sl. Hog Sold 
Per lb. Feeder Sold 
Other· Operating Input Costs 
Total 
Per lb. Pork Sold 
Per lb. Sl. Hog Sold 
Per lb. Feeder Sold 
CaEHal, Own.ershi12·and 
Total 
Per lb. Pork Sold 
Per lb. SL Hog Sold 
Per lb. Feeder Sold 
Total Cost 
Total 
Per cwt. Pork Sold 
Per cwt. Sl. Hog Sold 
Per cwt. Feeder Sold 
Labor Costs 
Farrow 
to 
Finish 
12,949.2 
3.6 
4.12 
66,325.65 
5.1¢ 
18.3¢ 
21.0¢ 
$10,930.54 
3.0¢ 
3.4¢ 
$26,873.64 
7.4¢ 
8.5¢ 
$104,129.83 
$28.74 
$32.98 
.~/Includes grinding and mixing cost . 
. ~/Includes feeder pig purchases. 
Feeder 
Pig 
Production 
4,171.8 
3.5 
5.8 
22,287.50 
5.3¢ 
18.8¢ 
31.0¢ 
$7,943.88 
6,7¢ 
11.1¢ 
$18,120.09 
15.3¢ 
25.2¢ 
Finish 
Feeder 
Pigs 
10,058.0 
3.02 
3.02 
50,982.13 
5.06¢ 
15.3¢ 
15.3¢ 
B/ $52,145.79-/ 
15. 7 c;:1! 
15. 7 ¢"]}_/ 
$13 ,821. 39 
4.1¢ 
4.1¢ 
$48,351.48 $116,948.83 
$40.87 $35.18 
$35.18 
$67.39 
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($10,260.83')·and:laborcost ($7,203.59). Operating costs include feed, 
veterinaryexpense, marketing charges, utilities, tax on slaughter hogs, 
insurance on slaughter hogs, replacement·boars, fuel and repairs. Feed 
costs, ineluding grinding and mixing, account for $66,325.65 or 63.6 
percent of total·cost. The other.operating inputs, excluding labor, 
total $16~930~54 or 10.4 percent of total cost. 
The capital cost is the interest charge (actual or opportunity) for 
the annual capital used in this farrow-to-"finish operation. This is 
charged·on·both·average annual operating capital and average investment 
capital. The average annual operating capital ($38,623.08) is the sum 
of themonthlycash operating expense multiplied by the fraction of the 
year it· takes·· to recover the capital through sale of the hogs. The in-
vestment· capital for depreciable items is the average amount of money 
invested in these items· over the number of years they are used. Thus, 
the investment capital amount is understated·for early years of opera-
tion·and'everstated·for· later·years. The annual capital, or cash value 
of all capital resources used each year, is $94,092.10 for .this farrow-
to-finish·eperation. Assuming an--fnterest rate of 10 percent means a 
tGtal interest charge of $9,409;21 or 9 percent of the total cost is 
payment fer annual capital cost. 
The ownersfrip·cost·of $10,260.83 is for depreciation, taxes and 
insuranee on equipment, buildings, and machinery, and for insurance and 
taxes on the breeding herd. ·This cost·represents 9.8 percent of total 
cost. The·last input considered is labor. The labor requirements for 
thissystemare 361 hours for machinery labor and 2,040 hours yearly 
for livestoek labor. With an hourly wage rate of $3, the total annual 
labor cost is $7,203, or 7 percent of total cost. 
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Rednei:ng-total reeeipts·by total·costs·means that this 100-sow 
farrow-to-finish operation has returns to land, overhead, risk and man-
agement of $39,172.23. 
Feeder Pig Production 
The farm that produces feeder pigs for sale is the same as the 
farrow""'to""finish operationexceptfor·the growing and finishing stages. 
Instead of the sale of220pound barrows and gilts the feeder pig oper-
ation·sells56 pound feeder pigs. 
Livestock-- Investment ···and Production 
The·Breeding·Herd• Like the farrow--to-finish system the feeder 
pig operation· consists of · H>O sows, · 5 boars and replacement gilts. Thus, 
the investment-in·the·breeding herd and·any sale of the breeding herd is 
the same for both·· types· of operation. 
The··Predoction· Schedule~· The ··sows· are ·grouped .and -bred in the same 
manne-r--as they· are· in the·-farrow""'to"""finish operation, .resulting in 6.5 
farrewings "per year with·an average··of eight-pigs per litter weaned. 
With 125 fifty pound gilts saved· as replacements, 1,435 feeder pigs are 
sold··annually;··The·pigs·are·weaned--at·4 to6 weeks of age and spend an 
average:ef:-4·.cte--6:·weeks ·on-- the· grower·floor;. It is assumed .they are 9 
to 10 weeks:-old·when sold as-50 pound·feeders. Replacement gilts remain 
in the: grower· until·· they near· breeding· age and weight. 
The··priee at· which the feeder pig is sold is determined by a for-
mula· based on--the market·price· of--slaughter hogs. This .pr.ice, after 
being··seasenally adjusted-using the··index in Table III, is multiplied 
by·a· factor of-- L-6 tq· arrive at the value· per hundred-weight for the 
.39 
first-·40·pounds of·-each:pig;- ·The remaining--pounds--are so.ld at the sea-
sonally--adjusted· market· price~ T:Tsing-the-· seasonally adjusted annual 
slaughter price of $40-per hundred-weight, the formula results in an 
average·price-of··$59-.33-perhundred""weight for feeder pigs, or $29.66 
per-head~- ·sows·-and·.boars are sold at·the same price as indicated _in 
the·· farrow-to'""finish operation. 
Inputs 
Build~ng-and·Eguipment Costs~ The main facilities consist of: 
1) a 30 crate slatted floor farrowing house and 2) a 10 pen slatted 
floor grower~ This system also includes a lagoon and .outside pens for 
breeding-and-gestation. Equipment-required includes a water system, 
stand .... by-generator, used·· tractor, feed· trailer, and one-half ton pickup 
truck~ - A more·· detailed description is presented in .Table VIII. The 
initial·investment-forthe-items·inTable-VIII·is $59,700 although this 
will vary by- location· and· construction conditions. 
Feed· Reguh•ements··and ·_costs~ . The rations and their ingredients 
are·based-on-the·rations-presented in Table V. Using these rations the 
production· schedule· and the· feed· efficiency-; as· assumed in the farrow-
to~finish- operation, results in yearly ration requirements of 31.2 tons 
of--starter,-11'.7 tons of grower, 37.8 tons finishing and 130.03 tons of 
breeding ration~· · The··yearly ingredients required are presented in 
Table IX and·prices assumed ··are identical to the ingredient prices for 
the··farrow""to--finish operation. 
Labor·Regu±rements and Costs~ It is assumed, based on detailed 
TABLE VIII 
PHYSICAL FACILITIES FOR THE 100 SOW FEEDER PIG PRODUCTION SYSTEM 
Item 
Farrowing Building~/ 
Grower Building~/ 
Lagoon 
Sow and Boar Pens 
Water System·and Generator 
Tractor and Trailer 
Pickup 
Description 
30 crates on partially slatted floors; 
15 on each side of 4 ft. alley way. 
10 pens, 8 ft~ X 10 ft.; five pens 
on each side of 4 ft. alley wayo 
160 ft. frontage X 115 ft. wide X 
10 ft. deep. 
1 pen with shelter 15 ft. X 20 ft. (for 
new gilts). 
4 pens with shelter 10 ft. X 15 ft. 
(for sows and gilts held for breeding). 
2 gestation pens with shelter 15 ft. 
x 30 ft. 
4 pens for boars with shelter 
Used 
1/2 ton 
Size 
24' x 84' 
24' x 48' 
20' x 100' 
20' x 100' 
100' x 200' 
10' x 50' 
55 H.P. 
!!:/The farrowing·and·growing·facilities·would typically be included in one structure. 
Initial 
Investment 
$27,000 
13,000 
2,400 
8,000 
3,500 
2,300 
3,500 
$59,700 
~ 
0 
TABLE IX 
AVERAGE ANNUAL COSTS AND RETURNS FOR THE 100-SOW 
FEEDER PIG PRODUCTION SYSTEM 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PROCUCT ION UNITS CIUANITY WEIGHT PRICE VALUE/UNIT VALUE 
FEEDER PIGS HO. 103.00 o. 50 59. 97 0 29.98 3088.45 
FEE DER PIGS HD. 207.00 o.so 6~ .iso 33.09 6849.63 
FEEDER PIGS HO. 237.00 o. 50 56. 060 28.03 66Bo ll 
FEEDER PIGS HO. 237.00 o.so 61.150 30.57 7246.27 
FEEDER PIGS HD. 237.00 o.50 60.920 30.46 7219.02 
FEEDER PIGS HD. 201.00 o. 50 55. 230 2 7 o6l 5716.30 
FEEDER PIGS HD. 201.00 0.50 56 .120 28.06 5808 .42 
sows HD. 19.00 3. 00 37.000 111.00 2109.00 
sows HD. 105.00 1.10 36. 000 133.20 13985. ~9 
BOAR HD. s.oo 4.00 32.000 12q .oo 640.00 
TOTAL RECEIPTS 59306.19 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
OPERATING INPUTS UNITS 
MILO 
MILO 
MILO 
MILO 
MILO 
MILO 
S CY BEAN HEAL 
SOYBEAN MEAL 
SOYBEAN MEAL 
S CY BEAN MEAL 
S CYB EA~ MEAL 
SOYBEAN MEAL 
SALT 
OICAL PHOSPHATE 
CALC !UM 
CCRN 
SUCROSE 
DRIED WHY 
V!T TRACE 
ALF MEAL 
GRIND & HIX FEED 
llCAR PIGS 
VET & MED. 
S Ell & HAULING 
UTILITIES 
OPER. TAX & INS. 
TRACTOR FUEL COST 
TRACTOR REPAIR COST 
TRACTOR LUSE COST 
MACHINERY FUEL COST 
MACHINERY LUBE COST 
MACHINERY REPAIR COST 
E CUI PMENT REPAIR 
TOTAL OPERATING COST 
RETURNS TO LAND,LASOR,CAPITAL,MACHINERY, 
OVERHEAO,RISK,AND MANAGEMENT 
CAPITAL COST 
ANNUAL OPERA,ING CAPITAL 
TRACTOR INVESTMENT 
MACHINERY INVESTMENT 
EQU I PHENT IN\.IES T MENT 
LIVESTOCK INVESTMENT 
TOTAL INTEREST CHARGE 
OETURNS TO LANO, LABOR, MACHINERY, 
OVERHEAD,· RISK AND MANAGEMENT 
OWNERSHIP COST~ I DEPRECIATION. 
TAXESo INSURANCE) 
TRACTOR 
MACHINERY 
EQUIPMENT 
LIVESTOCK 
TOTAL OWNERSHIP COST 
CWT. 
CWT. 
CWT. 
CWT. 
CWT. 
CWT. 
CWT. 
CWTo 
CWT. 
CWT. 
CWT. 
CWT. 
CWT• 
CWT. 
CWT. 
su. 
cwT. 
CWT. 
CWT. 
CWT• 
TONS 
HD• 
HD. 
HD. 
DDL. 
OOL. 
DOL. 
DOL. 
DOL. 
DOL. 
RATE 
PER UNIT 
455.00 
468.00 
46 lo 00 
463.00 
462.00 
463.00 
146.00 
150.00 
148.00 
149.00 
llt9.DO 
149.00 
20.40 
55.20 
28.80 
360.00 
15.60 
11.20 
6.00 
150.00 
210.00 
5.oo 
l 764 .oo 
1559.00 
12.00 
11910.00 
NUMBER 
OF UNITS 
l. ''.J 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
lo 00 
1. 00 . 
1.00 
l.oo 
1.00 . 
1.00 
lo 00 
1.00 
1.00 
1. 00 
1.00 
1. 00 
1. 00 
1.00 
i.oo 
l.oo 
1. 00 
1.00 
1.00 
1. 00 
lo 00 
1.00 
PRICE 
0 .100 
0.100 
0.100 
. 0 .100 
. 0.100 
fOTAL 
UNITS 
455.0CO 
463 .ooo 
461.000 
463.000 
462.000 
463 .ooo 
1'>6. 000 
150. 000 
148 .ooo 
149. 000 
149.000 
149.000 
20.400 
ss.zoo 
2s.0oc 
360. 000 
15.600 
31.200 
6. 000 
150.000 
210.000 
5. 000 
1764.000 
1559.000 
12. 000 
11910.000 
AMOUNT 
15152.066 
304.454 
1214. 760 
29524.980 
11499.996 
PPICE 
3.99 
4.07 
4. 03 
4 .13 
3.93 
3 .90 
7.B9 
7.92 
7.88 
0.10 
8.21 
8.oo 
2 .10 
3.10 
1.00 
2 .so 
10.00 
9.00 
50.00 
4.50 
7.00 
300. 00 
l .3C 
0.75 
10.00 
0.02 
VALUE 
1815.45 
1904. 76 
1857.83 
1912.19 
1815.66 
1805. 1J 
1151.94 
1138.00 
l 16': . ~4 
120 .... ~o 
1223.29 
l 192.00 
42.84 
171.12 
51.84 
900.0J 
156.00 
280.80 
300.00 
675.00 
1470.0J 
1500. 00 
2293.20 
1169.25 
840.00 
223.91 
19 .11 
50. 81 
2.87 
165.43 
24. 82 
36.92 
1617.50 
30231.38 
29074.BI 
VALUE 
1515.21 
30.45 
121.48 
2952.50 
1150.00 
5769.62 
23305.19 
40.97 
247.38 
6802.34 
216.20 
7306. 88 
---------------------------------;---------------------------~~---~-----------------------------------RETURNS TC LAND, LABOR, OVERHEAD, 
RISK AND MANAGEMENT 
l ASCR COS TS 
MACHINERY LABOR 
l IVESTOCK LABOR 
TOTAL LABOR COST 
RETURNS TO LAND, OVERHEAD 
RISK AND MANAGEMENT 
, PR ICE 
' 3 .ooo 
3.000 
HOURS 
361.199 
1320.000 
15998.31 
1083.60 
3960.00 
5043.59 
10954. 71 
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. 7 labor studies for·swine operations, ·that·a·lOO-sow feeder pig operation 
such· as··this·wili··require 1,600 hours of labor annually. Seventy-eight 
percent is used·for livestock and·22·percent is machinery labor. A wage 
rate of·$3 per'hour is assumed. 
OtherOperating-Inputi;; ·and··eosts. Veterinary·.services and medical 
supplies are charged at $1. 30 per hog. Marketing and hauling costs are 
$.75 per· pig sold~· Utilities ·total $840 per year and fuel, lubrication 
·and repaircosts·for equipment and··machinery·are $1,912.52 annually. 
·Tax and· insurance on the feeder pigs totals $223.91 annually. 
Comp arisen -of· Anno al·· Costs· and·. Returns 
Table IX··gives the average annual costs and returns for a 100-sow 
feeder··pig production operation;·· ·Based on the farrowing,. breeding and 
marketing·· data· in·· Table· II; the;: average· annual total receipts for this 
· operation·· are $59, 306 .19. 
The··average annual total-:costs··of·product±on are $.48,351.48. As 
shown· in· '!'able-VII; ·feed cost constitutes· $22, 289. 50 or 46 percent of 
total cost; while other·operating·inpots;··excluding labor,. cost 
$7-;943.88 or·l6·percent··of· total· cost~ Based·on·the total pounds of 
pork· sold·· (including· non-breeders, ·sows ·after· two litters and boars) 
total ·production costs are·· $40~ 87 ·per hundred-weight sold. Of this, 
$18·. 80--·i·s··for feed· and· $22~ flj' for the other· costs. Total feed costs 
(including· the· cost ·of·· the· feed· for-· the·breeding herd) are $31. 04 per 
hundred· pounds··of feeder pigs· sold· while the ·other operating inputs 
total $11.10 and capital, -·ownership and· labor costs amount to $25. 25. 
7Trede, p~ 5; Lines and Bache, pp. 14-15; also Owens, Snodgrass, 
and Lee, pp. 3-14. 
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The total· cost ·is $67. 39 for each hundred·· pounds of feeder pig sold or 
$33.69 per feeder.· ·Adjusting total receipts-for total operating cost 
returns ·to land; labor; capital, machinery·; overhead and management are 
$29;074~8L ·Reducing this·re1:urn for···a··capit:al·cost of $5,769.62, an 
.; ·! i . 
ownership cost· of $7;;306.88 and a labor·charge of $5,043.59 yields re-
turns to--land; overhead-;·risk·and·management of $10,954.71 per year. · 
Finishing Feeder Pigs 
The finishing of feeder pigs is the third production process to be 
presented. This operation involves growing and finishing the feeder 
pigs to· market weight. 
Livestock Production 
The Production Schedule. Fifty pound feeder pigs are purchased in 
groups of-·240 ·pigs every .eight weeks thus allowing for an average of 
6 o 5 groups per year;··· A 3 percent death loss; which assumes the pigs 
·die· at an av;erage weight of 135 pounds;· results .in the marketing of 
1,511 slaughter-hogs annually at·an··assumed average weight of 220 pounds. 
Each· pig is·assumed to spend an average of ·17 weeks on the finishing 
floor. 
The slaughterhogs are marketed·at·an·average annual price of 
$40 per·hundred~weight--which is ·seasonally adjusted for the month of 
sale using the seasonal index in Table III. 
Inputs 
Building·· and ·Eguipment Costs. The ·basic facility is a 20 pen far-
rowing building·as indicated in Table X. This system also includes a 
TABLE X 
PHYSICAL FACILITIES·FGR-FINISHING-FEEDER PIG SWINE SYSTEM 
Item 
Finishing Building 
Lagoon 
Water System and Generator 
Pickup 
Description 
20 pens 8 ft. X 30 ft. on slatted 
floors with 4 ft. alley way in 
front of pens. 
160 ft. frontage X 115 ft. wide 
X 10 ft. deep. 
1/2 ton 
Size 
34' x 160' 
Initial 
Investment 
$23,500 
2,400 
3,500 
3,500 
$32,900 
~ 
~ 
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lagoon· for manure dispos·al;, a water s·ystem and a one-half ton pickup 
truck. Theinitial·investment·cost of these items of $32,900 assumes 
the operator acts as·his own contractor. 
Feed Requirements andCosts~ Based on the growing and finishing 
rations·in Table·Iv,·as recommended by Oklahoma State University swine 
nutritionists; 8 this operation requires 187 tons of grower feed and 
·315.9 tons of finishing feed. This assumes 3.02 pounds of feed per 
pound of··pork sold ·and -3.9 pounds of feed per pound gained. 
Using·the production· schedule and·the above feed efficiency ratio, 
the·bimonthly·ingredientrequirements·for·milo.and soybean meal are 
calculated·as·shown in Table XL All other·feed ingredients are cal-
culated on·a yearly basis~ The average annual prices are $4 and $8 
per hundred~weight for ·mile and soybean meal respectively. The price 
for other feed ingredients is·based·on prices quoted for the central 
Oklahomaarea'inOctober of·l974. A grinding and mixing charge of $7 
per ton· of feed is··assumed'.;to arrive at total feed costs. 
Feeder--· Pigs· Requirements and· Costs.- As ·stated previously, fifty 
pound feeder pigs ·are purchased· in grcmps of 240 pigs an average of 6. 5 
times yearly. The price paid· for the feeder pigs is determined by a 
formula based cm the market :·price of· slaughter hogs at that time. This 
priee ·is l. 6 times the market ~price for the first 40 pounds of pig and 
market··price for any weight greater.·than 40 pounds. The average annual 
price of $59~33 per hundred.,..weight is based on the seasonally adjusted 
slaughter-hog price of $40·per hundred-weight. 
8stevens and Luce, Swine Nutrition (Stillwater, 1972). 
TABLE XI 
AVERAGE ANNUAL COSTS AND RETURNS FOR THE FINISHING 
FEEDER PIGS SWINE SYSTEM 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PRODUCTIOl'i Ul\llTS QUAN ITV WEIGHT PRICE VALUE/UNIT VALUE 
SLAUGHTER HOGS HO. 119 .oo 2.20 40 .520 89,14 l0b08.l2 
SLAUGHTER HOGS HO. 232.00 2.20 44. 720 98.38 226<5.07 
SLAUGHTER HOGS HO. 232.00 2. 20 37,880 83.34 19333.94 
SLAUGHTER HOGS HO. 232 .oo 2.20 41.32C 90,'I'.) ll0B9, 71 
SLAUGHTER HOGS HD, 232.00 2.20 41.160 90.55 21008,05 
SLAUGHTER HOGS HD. 232.00 2.20 37, 320 92 .10 19048.ll 
SLAUGHTER HOGS HO. 232.00 2.20 37 ,920 8 3,42 IB54.3b 
TCTAL RECEIPTS I. 1,l,,7.19 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------RATE NUMBER TOTAL 
OPERATING INPUTS UN ITS PER UNIT OF UNITS UNITS p~ • ~ VALU~ 
MILO cwT. 1255.00 1. 00 1255,0C'O l ,99 >OC.7 ,45 
MILO CWT, 1304.00 1. 00 1304, 000 4.07 5307. 28 
MILO CWT. 1381.00 l.oo 1381 .ooo 4 .03 5565, 43 
MILO CWT. 295.00 1.00 1295. 000 1 ;13 5348 .35 
MILC C~P • d78,00 1. 00 1378. 000 3,93 c;415.54 
MILO CWT. 1324 .oo l.oo 1324 .ooc 3 .9C 5163,60 
S CV BEAN HEAL CWT, 292.00 1. 00 292 .ooo 7,69 2303.88 
SOYBEAN HEAL CWT, 301.00 1. 00 301. 000 7.92 2383. 92 
SOYBEAN MEAL CWT, 313.00 1.00 313.000 7,88 2466. 4ft 
SOYBEAN ~EAL CWT, 301.00 l.oo 301. 000 s.10 2438. l . 
SOYBEAN MEAL CWT. 324.00 1. 00 32'+. 000 b .~I ?660,04 
SOYBEAN MEAL CWT. 304.00 1.00 30~.~)0 -3 .ri- .?.432. o~ 
SALT CWT, 48.oo 1. 00 48. 000 l ... 1.) 100.dl 
DIC.AL PHOSPHATE CWT. 144.00 1.00 144 .ooo •,tr ~4a.40 
CALCIUM CWT, 12.00 1.00 12. oor I ,dJ l.!9.6::> 
VIT TRACE CWT, 6,00 1.00 6, 000 50.00 300. C'O 
FEEDER PIGS CWT, 0 .50 120.00 6),000 5'1.97 3598,2C 
FEE DER PIGS CWT. 0.50 240. 00 120.000 !Jb .1~ 7941.60 
FEEDER PIGS CWT, o.50 240. 00 120.000 5t.. Ob 5727.2J 
FEEDER PIGS CWT, 0.50 240.00 12J,OOO I• l, l '• 7338,00 
FEEDER PIGS CWT. 0.50 240.00 120.000 btl. 7310.39 
FEEDER PIGS CWT, 0.50 240.00 120.000 55 ... • •,621,bO 
FEEDER PIGS CWT, 0 .50 240.00 120.000 •~.!.! '734 .4J 
GRIND & MIX FEED TONS 501.90 l.oo 501.900 1.00 3513. 3C\ 
SELL & HAULING HO, 15 ll ,OO 1.00 1511.000 1.50 2266.50 
VET & MEO. HD, 1560.00 1. 00 1560,0C'O t.OJ l5b0,l'J 
Ulll IT I ES OOL • 12 .oo 1. 00 12. 000 35,00 420.00 
OPER, TAX & INS, DOL. 36927.00 1.00 36927 .coo ".c; 694.23 
MACHINERY FUEL COST 165.'+3 
MllCHINEPY LUBE COST ~4.82 
MllCHINERV FEPAIR COST 32,42 
E WI PH ENT P EPA IR '·)5.C::l 
TOTAL OPEPAT ING COST 1'}3127.44 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ETURNS TO LAND oLABORoCAPIT AL ,MACHINERY, 
OVERHEADoRISKohND MANAGEMENT 
CAPITAL CCST 
A~NUAL DPEPATING CAPITAL 
MACHINERY INV ES TM ENT 
ECUI PMENT INVESTMENT, 
TOTAL INTEREST CHARGE 
OF.TURNS TO LANO, LABOR, MAC~IN~Oy, 
OVER~EAO, RISK AND MANAGEMLNT 
OWNERSHIP COST: (DEPRECIATION, 
TAX es. INSURANCE'') 
MACHINERY 
E QUI PM ENT 
TOT AL OWNERSHIP COST 
RETURNS TO LANO, LABOR, OVERHEAD, 
RISK ANO MANAGEMENT 
LAeOR COSTS 
~ACHINERV LABOR 
LIVESTOCK LABOR 
TOTAL LABOR COST 
RETURNS TO LANO, OVERHEAD 
RI SK ANO MANAGEMENT 
DOL, 
DO Lo 
PRICE 
0.100 
0.100 
0.100 
PRICE 
3,000 
3.000 
AMOUNT 
4 7154.871 
729.275 
16049. 988 
HOURS 
216.000 
960, 000 
VALUE 
4715.48 
72.93 
lb05.01 
6393.41 
23746. 34 
111 .20 
3722. 70 
3899,98 
19846,36 
b48,00 
2880,00 
3528.00 
16318.36 
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La-be>-?'Requirement and·Costo ·Detailed studies9 indicate that a 
finishing operation of this type requires approximately 1,200 hours of 
labor-yearly• Eighty-two percent·is·livestock labor and 18 percent 
machinery· labor~ A wage rate of $3 per hour is assumed. 
·Other·Operating:Inputsand·Costs. It .is assumed that the marketing 
cost· is $L 50 ·per· pig marketed. Veterinary expenses of $1 per feeder 
pig are eharged·and utilities average $35 per month. Fuel, lubrication 
and repair·· costs· for·· the finishing building and pickup are about $900 
per year. · 
Compar:ison·of'Costs and Returns. The 1,511 slaughter hogs produce 
reeeipts ef · $13·3t267·a19 yearly ·as shown in Table XI. Total average an-
nual costs are $116,948.83. This indudes·$50,982.13 or 43.5 percent 
for feed, $4fr,217.39'or 39.5 percent for feeder pigs and $5,868.40 or 
5 pereent·"for ·the" other ·operating ·inputs~ eapital, ownership and labor 
eosts··are·$B;821;<39 or 12 percent of total cost. As shown in Table 
VII, this means that feed cost per one.hundred pounds of pork sold is 
$15.30; feeder pig cost per one hundred pounds pork sold is $13.90 and 
other' operating inputs eost·$1.76 per hundred pounds of pork sold. 
Capital;·ownershipand·labor costs constitute $4.10 of every one hun-
dred·pounds·of pork sold. 
Subtraeting the total costsfrom·the total receipts results in re-
turns to-land-, overhead; risk ·and ~nagement of $16,318.36. 
On~Farm Feed Processing and Grain Storage 
In the previous sections it is assum~d that the rations are pro-
9Trede, p~ 5; Lines and Bache, pp. 14-15; also Owens, Snodgrass, 
and Lee, pp, 3-14. 
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cessed off the farm at a cost of $7 a ton to the enterprise. This 
covers the cost of grinding, proportioning, mixing and delivery of the 
final feed, so any on-farm sys·tems must· include these plus storage of 
ingredients.· As is the case with ccmf±nement hog facilities, on-farm 
feed·processingis available in·many different type systems. The sys-
tem presented here is what is ·referred to as a "package feed center 11 • 10 
It is used because·l) it displays a high level of technology, 2) it has 
low labor requirements, thus making it easily adaptable to the labor 
intens.ive swine systems, 3) it is designed for expansion of grain stor-
age and 4) reliable investment and ·eperating costs are available. 
Processing 
This system is a·40 ten package ·feed·center with a 5 horse-power 
automatic mill•that processes feed at a rate of 2 tons per hour. It. 
includes·adrive-over dump and 6 inch auger leg, overhead storage (40 
tens), distributor; and an··add..,.on building section that houses the pre-
mixer andsaeked ingredients. The 6 inch auger is used to move ingre-
dients to the everhead bins and to any ground level storage at a rate 
of 1;000 bushels per hour. 
This system also ineludes two 3,000·bushel grain bins, with unload-
ing augers·and.a 10 ton soybean meal tank~ This entire system completly 
ereeted and ready for use has an initial investment cost of $23,500. 
Feed Delivery 
An automatic pneumatic delivery system that moves the finished 
lOThe specifications and costs of this "package feed center" were 
described in personal interviews with Dr. Peter D. Bloom~, Extension 
Agricultural Engineer, Oklahoma State University. 
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feed· from the mill to the buildings· of a farrow-to-finish swine opera-
tion has an initial investment cost of $3,000. It is assumed that a 
feed delivery system for other hog operations that employ fewer build-
ings costs 75 percent as much as the system used in the farrow-to-finish 
operations. 
AdditionalGrain Storage 
Based on the ration requirements in Table V the system as described 
provides enough storage to meet the milo requirements of the farrow-to-
finish system and the finishing of feeder pigs system for a four month 
period. The storage capacity filled provides enough milo to last the 
feeder pig producing farm an entire year. Four 3,000 bushel grain bins 
must be added to the basic system to give a complete years' milo stor-
age capacity for the farrow-to-finish swine system. Three additional 
bins provide one year milo storage capacityfor the farm that finishes 
feeder pigs. These additional bins are constructed and equipped to 
handle grain in and out at an initial investment cost of $.60 per bushel 
capacity. 
Operating·Reguirements and Costs 
There are three operating or processing costs for .an on-farm feed 
processing•and grain storage systel)l; 1) labor, 2) electricity and 3) 
repairs.· Bloome and Tubbs, at Oklahoma State University, indicate that 
an automatic package feed center requires one-fifth of an hour of labor 
per ton of feed processed and that this ton of feed requires $.15 worth 
of electrical power. It .is assumed that maintenance and repairs on this 
system, overits lifetime; are equal to one-tenth of its initial invest-
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ment cost. 11 
Even though vertically integrating on-farm feed processing and 
grain storage causes an increase in labor, electrical and repair costs, 
it results in cost reductions in other operating inp_uts. It eliminates 
the feed grinding·and·mixing charge associated with purchasing feed, 
-and it allows more timely buying of the feed ingredients. The entre-
prenel:ir ·is now able to purchase .feed ingredients for the year during 
harvest time-when· the grain is at its lowest price. 
Comparisen -ef·'Costs- and Returns 
The coordination of on-farm feed processing and grain storage with 
the three basic swine systems has no affect on total receipts to these 
systems~- A:ll systems show a.reduction in operating cost as on-farm 
feed processing is added and exhibit further cost reductions as grain 
storage is incorporated into the system. All vertically coordinated 
systems, thoagh-; have higher.capital, ownership and labor .costs which, 
assuming•a 10 percent·interest·ra:te, more than·off~set.the reduction in 
operating' easts resulting· in -decreased -- returns to land, overhead, risk 
and management. 
The reduction·in average annual operating cost as on-farm feed 
processing is addedto.the.farrow,..to-finish·system.and .the finishing 
operation·is-$3,916 and $2,970 respectively. Increases in capital, 
ownership 0 andlabor costs,·though; of $3,926 for the farrow-to-finish 
! 
systemand$3,865.52 for the finish.operation results in average ahnual 
returns to land, overhead, risk and managment of $39,162.24 for the 
11 Peter D. Bloome and -Alan' R·· --Tubbs-; "'0ti.;.;.Farm -Feed Processing: 
Systems"! Economies; Financing Circular E-816(Stillwater, September,4.972). 
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farrow--t:e--fi:nish system and·$15,422.88 for the finishing operation. 
Simiiar redtleticms in operating cost and increases in the other costs 
yield returns of $38,935.07·to a farrow"""to-finish operation that pro-
cesses feed and stores one years feed grain requirement, and $15,330.52 
to the finishing·operation·that--processes feed and stores grain. A 
feeder-pig·· operation that·· integrates on .... farm feed -processing and grain 
storage reduces returns ·ta. land, overhead' ·risk and management from 
$10,954~71 to $7,759~52. The actual average annual cost and returns 
budgets are pTesented·±n the Appendix. 
CHAPTER IV 
PLANNIN@ INFORMATION ANALYSIS 
The objective of this chapter is to use the theory of Chapter II 
and the datapresented in Chapter III to develop and present planning 
information for present and potential hog producers. Two basic planning 
decisions face the hog entrepreneur. First, which output is to be pro-
duced and second; what is the best combination of inputs or resources 
to·produce that· output. The information presented in this chapter is 
intended to help hog producers answer these·two questions. 
One decision making objective or goal of the· farmer, though not 
necessarily the main objective, is the maximization of profit from the 
input-output combination. The economic profit of an enterprise is the 
amount by which the value of the· output exceeds the value of the inputs 
used t0 produce the output •. Inputs traditionally are classified into 
four categories; 1) land;. 2) labor, 3) capital and 4) management. The 
analysis· in Chapter III deducts.an opportunity cost for the labor and 
capital resulting in net returns to land, overhead, risk and management. 
Assuming that the land requirements are similar for all enterprises 
presented· suggests a charge.for use.of the land would be about the same 
for each alternative considered. Thus, any difference.in net returns 
for the enterprise represents a difference in the returns to the entre-
preneur 1 s management ability. In this framework, then, maximization of 
returns to land, overhead; risk and management coincides with maximiza-
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t·i:on ·of ee0nomie profit and··to ·accomplish one·means .to accomplish the 
other;·· So,· to· provide··returns ·to management ·information is in essence 
the same as providing profit information for the entrepreneur. 
The first·analysis, then; for the·threebasic systems .and the 
vertically coordinated systems; is to·examine the returns to land, over-
head;risk·and·management and present a static comparison of the profit-
abil:ity-ef the·various enterprises. A comparison of returns for all 
systems· at· different·· interest· rates is· used to determine the effect dif-
fering capital cost have··on the·profit earned as the systems are verti-
cally integrated. 
A' dynamic .,decision making tool used· in this study is a monthly 
cash flew analysis· of the basic systems.· A monthly cash flow is a com-
parison ef expected· or. historical· receipts and cash expens.es for a pro-
duetion·peried • It·provides.planning:information·concerning loan or 
credit·needs and·therepayment capacity of a functioning swine system. 
Sinee each· system i;:equ:tr.es .differing levels of .operating and in-
vestment eost;·a·discounted net ·present .value analysis provides deci-
sion·making information· that· accounts· for ·these differences.. Thus, the 
present· value of the stream of returns ··compared with the present value 
of·the investment· required for .eachsystem·provides·an estimate of pro-
fitability·of·investment·items·at some common·point in time. 
Analysis 
Returns' to· Land; · Overhead;· Risk· and Management 
The·information·on·input.requirements, production levels, costs and 
returns· developed in· the previous chapter are used to evaluate the re-
lative profitability of· the three basic enterprises. As indicated in 
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Table XII the returns to land, ov:er.head, risk and management are greater 
for the·farrow-to--finishoperation that purchases feed (over $39,000) 
than for either the feeder pig systems with average annual returns of 
close to $11,000or the· finishing of feeder·pigs system with returns of 
over $16,000. 
TABLE XII 
COMPARISON OF INVESTMENT, CAPITAL AND OWNERSHIP COSTS, 
AND LABOR REQUIREMENTS 
Farrow 
to Feeder Pig Finish 
Finish·· Production Feeder Pigs 
Initial Investment Cost $83,200 .. $59,000 $32,900 
Capital Cost A/ $ 4,395 $ 3,104 $ 1,678 
Ownership Cost $10,260·· $ 7,306 $ 3,900 
Labor Hours 2,400 1,680 1,180 
Returns te 'Land, Overhead, 
Risk and Management $39,172 $10,954 $16,318 
!/Excludes capital cost on annual operating capital and livestock 
investment. 
It is noted ·that ·the returns'' or· p.rof:tt··o-f'.·the farrow-to-finish 
operation are greater than the·combined returns of the two other sys-
terns. Since the farrow-to-finisp.system is in essence a vertically 
coordinated system fopned·by combining a system that produces feeder 
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with a system that finishes feeder pigs this indicates there is an 
economic advantage to vertically integrating the two production stages. 
As stated previously the amount of land is relatively the same for 
all three systems but the same thing can not be assumed concerning the 
level of management involved in the three systems. The management of 
a hog operation involves the combining and handling of the resources to 
produce the output. Table XII gives evidence as to the dollar value of 
resources that are managed by the three enterprises. Though the level 
of resources managed is not in itself a measure of managerial ability, 
it can be argued, that to an extent th~ number of decisions required 
for the production of a product increases as the number or level of 
resources increases. However, resource level alone cannot be assumed 
to be index of the management level of an enterprise. Perhaps the 
amount of time required is a better comparison of the management levels 
required by each of the alternative methods of producing hogs. Assuming 
the management input in hog production is to a degree proportional to 
the amount of labor used suggests net returns for the production of 
feeder pigs and finishing hogs should be proportional to the amount of 
labor used by each. 
Comparing the hours of labor used by the three systems with the 
returns to the three systems indicates a discrepancy. The returns to 
the farrow-to-finish system are the greatest and the amount of labor and 
capital involved is the greatest, but the returns to the finishing of 
feeder pigs system, which has the lowest amount of labor and capital, 
is not the least. Instead, the feeder pig system has the lowest returns. 
So, even though it is argued that the entrepreneur that produces feeder 
pigs requires the greater degree of management of the two systems, 
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feeder pig production and finishing feeder pigs, the feeder pig opera-
tion does not receive the majority of the returns. 
Since both enterprises employ resources at the most efficient level, 
ti.1e disproportionate returns is due to the prices used, mainly the price 
of feeder pigs. Increasing the value of feeder pigs results in an in-
crease in returns to the feeder pig production operation and a decrease 
in returns to the system that finishes feeder pigs. To establish a 
feeder pig value that results in equitable returns to each operation, it 
is necessary first to adjust the finishing operation so that it finishes 
the number 0f feeder pigs the feeder pig operation produces. This co-
ordination is required so that market hogs finished by the finishing 
operation represent the feeder pigs produced by the feeder operation. 
Table XIII presents a combined average annual budget based on the 
basic budgets of the previous chapter. This budget is adjusted so that 
the 1,435 feeder pigs finished by the finishing system equals the 1,435 
feeders produced by the feeder pig operation after saving replacement 
gilts. The operating capital, ownership and' labor costs contributed by 
the feeder pig production system are identical to the basic budget. The 
operating costs of the basic finishing operation and the receipts are 
adjusted according to the slight reduction in feeder pigs finished. Re-
turns to land, overhead, risk and management of the two systems total 
$25,997. 
Table XII shows that the feeder pig operation requires 1,680 hours 
of labor annually and the finishing operation 1,180 hours. Mathemati-
cally equating the ratio of labor to the ratio of net returns results 
in equation 1. 
TABLE XIII 
AVERAGE ANNUAL COSTS AND RETURNS FOR A COMBINED, FEEDER 
PIG PRODUCTION - FINISHING OF FEEDER PIGS, SYSTEM 
Production 
Slaughter Hogs 
Breed Herd 
TOTAL RECEIPTS 
Operating Inputs Cost 
Feeder Pig Production 
Finish Feeders!/ 
TOTAL 
Capital Cost 
Feeder Pig Production 
Finish Feeder~/ 
TOTAL 
Ownership Cost 
Feeder Pig Production 
Finish Feeder 
TOTAL 
Labor Cost 
Feeder Pig Production 
Finish Feeders 
TOTAL 
Returns to Land, Overhead, Risk and 
Management of Combined System 
$122' 770 
16,735 
30,231 
53,724 
5,769 
4,007 
7,306 
3,900 
5,043 
3,528 
A/ 
- Does not include cost of feeder pigs. 
$139,505 
83,955 
9,776 
11,206 
8,571 
25,997 
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(1) (PSH') - Feed Cost - V.C. - F.C. 1680 hr. 
= 
SH (PSH) - Feed Cost - v.c. - F.C. 1180 hr. 
where: 
FP = Hundred weights of feeder pigs produced by feeder pig operation, 
PFP = Price of feeder pigs per hundred-weight, 
Sows = Hundred-weights of sows and boars sold, 
V.C. = Cost of operating inputs, excluding feed, 
F.C. = Capital and ownership costs, 
SH = Hundred-weights of slaughter hogs produced by finishing opera-
tion, 
P = Price of slaughter hogs per hundred-weight, 
SH 
PSH' = Price of sows and boars per hundred-weight (adjusted slaughter 
hog price). 
Substituting the costs of inputs as presented in Table XIII and the 
level of outputs yields equation 2, 
(2) P = 2.25 (P ) 
FP SH 
24.4 
the linear relationship of feeder pig prices and slaughter hog prices 
that results in equitable returns for the two systems. With a market 
price of slaughter hogs of $40 per hundred-weight the price of feeder 
pigs is $65.60 per hundred-weight. Figure 5 presents the graphical 
relationship of equation 2. 
Generally though, feeder pigs are not priced using the type of for-
mula in equation 2. Usually they are priced on a per head basis. This 
is calculated as a factor value times the slaughter hog price for the 
first forty pounds of feeder and slaughter price for the remaining 
weight. Converting this per head pricing method to a per hundred-weight 
formula results in equation 3. 
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(3) p 
FP (.80F + .20) PSH 
where: 
P Per hundred-weight price of feeder pigs, FP 
F A factor value, 
P = Per hundred-weight price of slaughter hogs, 
SH 
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Setting equations 2 and 3 equal to each other and solving for the factor 
F results in equation 4. 
30.5 (4) F = 2. 5625 - -p-
SH 
This yields the factor for equation 3 that results in equitable returns 
for the two systems at various slaughter hog prices. Figure 6 presents 
the graphical relationship between slaughter hog price and the equitable 
factor that yields the proper feeder pig value. 
Assuming $40 per hundred-weight price of hogs, equation 4 indicates 
that the factor of 1.8 is required in the standard formula to yield 
equitable returns to the two systems. This factor results in a price of 
$65.60 per hundred-weight for feeder pigs. Generating new budgets, 
based on this new feeder price, for the feeder pig operation and the 
finishing operation result in returns of $15,565 and $11,098 respective-
ly. The returns to the two systems are, thus, of the same proportion 
as the labor requirements. 
It is evident then that this pricing formula provides feeder prices 
for a wide range of slaughter hog prices. This system of formulating 
feeder pig prices also allows the inclusion of variation in other im-
portant factors such as feed prices, feed efficiency and the number of 
pigs produced. 
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Dynamic Cash Flow 
A dynamic monthly cash flow analysis provides an evaluation of a 
swine system over a period time. It results in an actual display of 
expected cash receipts, cash expenses, and returns of a hypothetical 
functioning system. This yields planning information for a particular 
system in terms of its financial needs for the future, and a dynamic 
comparison of systems with regard to maximum credit needs and loan re-
payment time. 
A monthly cash flow is either projected for the future based on 
experimental data or is a mapping of receipts and expenses for histori-
cal data. In either case the calculation is essentially as follows: 
Cash Balance Beginning of the Month 
+ Cash Receipts (operating and/or capital sales) 
- Cash Expenditures (operating and/or capital expenses) 
= Current Cash Balance 
+ Money Borrowed this Month 
- Loan Interest Payments 
- Loan Principle Payments 
Cash Balance End of Month 
A positive current balance indicates money available for loan re-
payment or, if no loan exists, monthly income for a.cash balance. A 
negative current balance means additional funds are borrowed to meet 
unpaid expenses. Accumulated borrowing, that fluctuates as mon~y is 
borrowed and repaid, reflects a loan balance of outstanding debts, and 
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is the basis for the monthly interest calculation. 1 
Since this study employs experimental data for a hypothetical 
swine operation, the cash flow analysis used is a projected monthly cash 
flow. It assumes that the hog farmer begins construction of the system 
at the beginning of the year, with construction time for facilities as 
given in Table XIV. The building schedule and the purchase of other in-
puts is coordinated so that buildings are utilized shortly after con-
struction of each is completed. 
1 
TABLE XIV 
CONSTRUCTION TIME NEEDED ASSUMING THE OPERATOR 
ACTS AS GENERAL CONTRACTOR!f 
Facility Time 
Farrowing - Growing B/ Building- 4 months 
Finishing Building 2 months 
Breed Herd Housing 2 months 
.~/construction of lagoon hired-out 
.~/Farrowing and growing facilities are built 
as one structure 
Allan R. Tubbs and Kenneth N. Wegenhoft, Cash Flow Planning: Why? 
(Stillwater, 1973); also Allan R. Tubbs and Kenneth N. Wegenhoft, Cash 
Flow Planning: How? (Stillwater, 1971). 
To calculate the amount of investment and operating capital re-
quired for each system, the projected monthly cash flow assumes all 
money is borrowed on a demand note as needed at a 10 percent interest 
rate. Each investment and operating capital item is paid for when com-
pleted or purchased. The entrepreneur's labor required to supervise 
construction is not included as a cost, since it is a function of his 
managerial ability as to how much time is involved. 
Farrow-to-Finish. The first analysis deals with the projected cash 
flow of the 100-sow farrow-to-finish system. The receipts and expenses 
are based on the farrow-to-finish system that purchases feed presented 
in the previous chapter. The monthly cash flow for the first year of 
operation is presented in Table XV. 
Construction starts with the lagoon and the pens for the breeding 
herd. The lagoon is the first item completed and it is paid for during 
the first month (January). Some feed for the gilts and boars is to be 
purchased the second month. Total expense during January is $3,163. 
Since there are no cash receipts, the current balance is -$3,163 and 
the accumulated balance is also -$3,163. A loan is taken out for $3,163 
making the ending cash balance for January zero. 
During February the pens for the breeding stock are completed and 
the first breeding animals (34 sows and 5 boars) are purchased. The 
cost of these investment items ($12,900) is added to the accumulated 
balance. The $26 interest that accrued on the January loan balance is 
added resulting in a loan balance at the end of February of $16,089. 
The farrower-grower is built during the March through June period. 
The only new investment during March is for the tractor, feed trailer 
and pickup truck. The first labor expense withdrawal is shown in March. 
TABLE XV 
YEAR ONE, PROJECTED CASH FLOW FOR THE 100-SOW FARROW-TO-FINISH SWINE SYSTEM 
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
Income 
Sl Hog 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17246 
Sows 0 0 0 0 0 333 0 333 0 333 0 0 
Boars 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Income 0 0 0 0 0 333 0 333 0 333 0 17246 
Expense 
Labor 0 0 300 300 300 300 600 600 600 600 600 600 
Feed 700 0 700 0 700 ' 0 2130 0 6213 0 10240 0 
Mix Feed 6,3 0 63 0 63 0 151 0 454 0 756 0 
Mkt •. Exp. 0 0 ·o 0 . 0, .. 0 0 .··· 0 "0 0 0 -311 
Repal rs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 190 190 190 190 
Utilities 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 106 106 106 106 
Fuel 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 18 17 18 
Vet. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 441 0 441 0 
Ins. & Tax 0 0 0 0 0 0 519 0 0 0 0 0 
Breed Herd 0 4900 0 3300 0 3700 0 300 0 300 0 0 
Bldgs. &Mach. 2400 8000 5800 3500· 0 40000 0 23500 0 0 0 0 
Total Expense 3163 12900 6863 7100 1063 44000 3400 24400 8021 .1214 12350 1225 
Current Balanc -3163 -12900 -6863 -7100 -1063 -43667 -3400 -24067 -8021 -881 -12350 16021 
Accum. Balance -3163 -16063 -22926 -30026 -31089 -74756 -78156 ~102223 -101244 -111125 -123475 -107454 
Bank Balance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Interest 0 26 134 192 253 264 630 664 870 944 959 1070 
Loan Balance 3163 16089 23086 30379 31695 75626 79656 104387 113278 115103 128412 113461 
Total 
17246 
999 
0 
18245 
4800 
20683 
1550 
311 
760 
424 
_, 70 
882 
519 
12500 
83200 
125699 
-107454 
-107454 
0 
6007 
113461 
°' V1
The loan balance at the end of the third month is $23,086. 
During April the second group of 33 gilts is purchased and the 
water system and generator paid for. No new investments are made in 
May. 
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The first cash receipts, sale of nonbreeders from the first group 
of gilts bred, occurs in June. The third group of gilts is purchased 
in June and the farrower-grower building completed. The first group of 
pigs is also farrowed in June. The loan balance at the end of June in-
creases to $75,626. 
The finishing building, the last part of the facilities to be built, 
is constructed during July and August. It is paid for during August. 
The loan balance at the end of August is $104,387. This increases grad-
ually through November to pay for feed and other operating inputs re-
quired. 
Pigs from the first farrowing are marketed in December. The 
December current balance of $16,021 is applied to payment of interest 
and the loan balance. This leaves the operator with a loan balance at 
the end of the first year of $113,461. 
No additional investments in buildings and equipment are made dur-
ing the second year. Th~ cash receipts during the year from the sale 
of slaughter hogs, non-breeders, sows and boars total $138,945. Cash 
expenses for operating inputs, insurance, taxes, and the purchase of 
five new boars; total $85,644. Each month that a positive current 
balance occurs, it is applied to reduce the loan balance. The loan ba-
lance increases to a high of $119,947 at the end of January and then 
declines to $69,985 at the end of the second year. 
The cash flow is projected through the third and fourth years to 
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estimate the amount of time required ·to retire the loan. The loan 
balance decreases from $69,985 at the end of the second year to $18,522 
at the end of the third year, a reduction of $51,463. The loan balance 
is retired in June of the fourth year and a cash balance established. 
The cash balance increases to $34,996 at the end Qf year four. 
:·.' 
Based on the demand note financial plan the.projected cash flow for 
the 100-sow farrow-to-finish system requires a maximum loan of approxi-
mately $128,500 in the eleventh month of operation. Assuming the with-
drawal of $4,800 the first year and $7,200 per year thereafter for hired 
labor or living expense, the system generates enough income to retire 
the loan in 3 1/2 years (42 months), as indicated in Table XVI under 
the heading "Base Run". 
The 100-sow farrow-to-finish operation, as presented in Chapter 
III, is based on several factors that are directly affected by manage-
ment ability and economic conditions. A variation in any of these fac-
tors affects the monthly cash flow for the system. Four of these 
factors are altered individually as a means of providing planning in-
formation that better suits varied management and economic conditions. 
The four factors considered are an increased feed conversion rate, a 
reduction in the number of pigs produced per litter, a higher price for 
feed and lower price for slaughter hogs. 
The basic annual cost and returns information assumes an overall 
feed efficiency of 3.6 pounds of feed per pound of pork sold. Should 
the management level and physical conditions prevail such that the 
actual feed efficiency is 4.0 pounds of feed per pound of pork sold for 
this system, then a resulting projected cash flow yields results dif-
ferent from the basic cash flow. The effect is to increase the amount 
TABLE XVI 
THE EFFECT OF MAJOR FACTORS ON THE MAXIMUM LOAN BALANCE AND THE TIME REQUIRED 
TO RETIRE THE LOAN FOR A 100-SOW FARROW-TO-FINISH OPERATION 
Type of 
Cash Flow 
Base Run 
Reduced Feed Efficiency 
Reduced Pigs Per Litter 
Increased Feed Price 
Reduced Hog Price 
Feed Pigs Per 
Efficiency Litter 
3.6 8 
4.0 8 
3.6 7 
3.6 8 
3.6 8 
Price of Feed 
Milo Soybeans 
$4.00 $8.00 
4.00 8.00 
4.00 8.00 
5.00 10.00 
4.00 8.00 
!/Ending cash balance of the year loan retired. 
Price 
Market 
Hogs 
$40 
40 
40 
40 
38 
Ma~imum Loan 
Month Amount 
11 $128,412 
11 130,895 
11 125,976 
11 133,663 
11 128,463 
Loan Retired 
Year Month Ending 
Cash A 
Balance-/ 
4 42 $34,996 
4 48 6,965 
4 48 1,211 
5 54 14,449 
4 48 10,167 
\, 
°' 00 
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of feed required, increase the accumulated loan balance and to lengthen 
;the time required to repay the loan. An additional 71.5 tons of feed 
are required yearly, increasing the maximum loan to $130,895 during 
November of the first year. The loan is not retired until December of 
the fourth year. 
A reduction in the pigs per litter from 8 to 7 reduces the opera-
ting costs of feed, marketing, veterinary, insurance, and taxes, but it 
also reduces income generated by the system since the average annual 
number of slaughter hogs sold is reduced by 195 head. The result, com-
pared to the .base run, is to reduce the maximum loan required to dpprox-
imately $126, 000, but to lengthen repayment time to December o~ t:he 
fourth year. The bank balance at the end of four years is $1,211~ 
Since feed cost makes up a large amount of operating expenses, any 
increase in the price of the rations results in a substantial change 
in the projected cash flow. Assuming that the price of milo ($4 per 
hundred-weight) and soybean meal ($8 per hundred-weight) increases by 
25 percent, which means $5 milo and $10 soybean meal, then the ~a&imum 
loan balance is $133,663 or over $5,000 more than the basic run. Of 
equal importance, the loan is not retired until June of the fifth year, 
fifty-four months after the system is started. 
The basic run assumes the price of slaughter hogs as $40 pet 
hundred-weight. A $2 per hundred-weight decrease in the price of' hogs 
causes a yearly decrease in income of approximately 5 percent. This has 
very little effect on the maximum loan but increases the length of time 
needed to repay the loan to December of the fourth year. 
Feeder Pig Production. The projected monthly cash flow for the 
100-sow feeder pig producing system is based on the system that pur-
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chases its feed as presented in Chapter III and sells at an equitable 
feeder pig price. The construction schedule of the facilities is the 
same as the farrow-to-finish operation, except that there is no finish-
ing house built since the feeder pigs are sold off the growing floor. 
The buildings and machinery investment items valued at $59,700 are 
all completed and paid for by the end of the sixth month. The breeding 
herd is purchased during February, April and June. The loan balance at 
the end of June, when the first group of sows farrow, is $75,472. 
The first sale of feeder pigs for $2,789 in September is based on 
the pricing formula of 1.8 times market price for the first 40 pounds 
of feeder pig and market price for the remaining weight. Operating ex-
penses of $4,809 for the month result in an increase in the loan balance 
to $85,236. October has the first positive current balance ($2,968) but 
a negative current balance in November results in an $85,888 loan bal-
ance, the maximum loan balance for this operation as shown in Table 
XVII. 
Total income exceeds cash expenses by $28,146 in the second year, 
and by $22,089 in the third year resulting in an estimated loan balance 
of $46,261 at the end of year three. The loan is still not retired at 
the end of four years with $16,543 still due on the loan. 
Proj ec-ting the- cash flow through the fifth year results in the re-
tirement of the loan in June, the fifty-fourth month of operation. A 
cash balance of $4,881 is estimated for the end of the fifth year. 
Four basic assumptions, 8 pigs per litter, feed ingredient prices, 
pricing formula and $40 slaughter hogs, are altered to determine their 
effect on maximum loan size and length of the loan. 
As indicated in Table XVII, a reduction in the pigs per litter from 
TABLE XVII 
THE EFFECT OF MAJOR FACTORS ON THE MAXIMUM LOAN BALANCE AND THE TIME REQUIRED 
TO RETIRE THE LOAN FOR A 100-SOW FEEDER PIG PRODUCING OPERATION 
Loan Retired 
Price Year - Month Ending 
Type of Pigs Per Price of Feed Market Maximuin Loan Cash A/ 
Cash Flow Litter Milo Soybeans ~s Month Amount Balance-
Base Run (1. 8 Formula Factor) 8 $4.00 $8.00 $40 11 $85,888 5 54 $4,881 
Reduced Pigs Per Litter 7 4.00 8.00 40 14 86,914 7 76 11,871 
Increased Feed Price 8 5.00 10.00 40 11 89 ,105 7 76 12 ,613 
Reduced Hog Price 8 4.00 8.00 38 11 86,394 6 67 13,122 
Price Formula Factor of 1.6 8 4.00 8.00 40 11 86,797 6 72 1,635 
A/Ending cash balance of the year loan retired. 
...... 
I-' 
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8 to 7 increases the maximum loan to $86,914 during February of the 
second year. Assuming a demand note loan financial arrangement means 
that the loan is not retired until the seventh year or seventy-sixth 
month of operation. Similar results are found assuming a 25 percent 
increase in the price of feed. The maximum loan is increased by nearly 
$4,000 and the loan is not retired until the seventh year of operation. 
Since feeder pigs are sold at a formula price based on the price 
of slaughter hogs, any change in the price of market hogs changes the 
price of feeder pigs. Assuming a market hog price of $38 per hundred-
weight means that the system generates enough income to repay the loan 
during the sixth year of operation, with a small increase in the size 
of the maximum loan. 
The price formula also affects the projected cash flow, since any 
change in it changes the price received for feeder pigs. The previous 
cash flows assume a price of feeder pigs of 1.8 times market price for 
the first forty pounds of feeder pig and market price for remaining 
pounds~ Changing the 1.8 factor to 1.6 means a decrease in receipts to 
the producer resulting·in an increase in the time needed to repay the 
loan. The maximum loan of $86;797 is still realized in the eleventh 
month of operation, but the loan is not retired until December of the 
sixth year, an increase of 1 1/2 years over the base run. 
Finish Feeder Pigs. The next projected monthly cash flow is for 
the feeder pig finishing operation with feeder pigs purchased in groups 
of 240 pigs every eight weeks and finished on purchased feed. The con-
struction schedule is based on the information in Table XIV. The la-
goon, water system and finishing building are completed and paid for 
($32,900) during the first three months of operation. The first group 
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of feeder pigs is purchased in April, resulting in cash receipts of 
$10,506 in August. The accumulation of cash expenses results in a maxi-
mum loan of $82,359 in January of the second year. The loan, as shown 
in Table XVIII, is retired·dur;f,ng December of the fifth year, fifty""'.nine 
months after the system is started. 
The price that is paid for feed has a profound effect on the pro-
jected cash flow. Five dollars per hundred-weight milo and $10 hundred-
weight soybean meal causes an estimated maximum loan during the first 
seven years of $95,181 in May of the second year, qut the loan is not 
retired in the seven-year period. The remaining loan balance, as in-
dicated in Table XVIII, is $76,608 after seven years of operation. 
Any change in the price of slaughter hogs affects both the receipts 
and cash expenses (feeder pigs purchased) of the system. Thus, it is 
necessary to evaluate the effect of both an increase and a decrease in 
the price of market hogs has on the projected cash flow. Assuming an 
average·market price of hogs of $42 per hundred-weight results in an 
estimated $585 reduction in the maximum loan and reduces the length of 
time needed to repay the loan to 53 months. At the end of five years a 
cash balance of $21,503 is accumulated. A decrease in the market price 
of slaughter hogs results in an increase in the maximum loan and extends 
t:he·loati repayment time to December of the seventh year. 
Net Discounted Present Value 
The comparison of average annual returns and the projected cash 
flows provides respectively a static and dynamic measure of the profit-
ability of the enterprise, but neither approach compares all costs and 
returns at the same point in time. Operating capital items such as 
Type of 
Cash Flow 
Base Run 
Increased Feed Price 
Increased Price of Hogs 
Reduced Price of Hogs 
TABLE XVIII 
THE EFFECT OF MAJOR FACTORS ON THE MAXIMUM LOAN BALANCE 
AND·THE TIME REQUIRED TO RETIRE THE LOAN FOR 
A FINISHING OF FEEDER PIG OPERATION 
Price 
Price of Feed Market Maximum Loan 
Milo Soybeans ....!!£gs Month Amount 
$4.00 $8.00 $40 13 $82,359 
5.00 10.00 40 17 95,181 
4.00 8.oo 42 13 81, 774 
4.00 s.oo 38 13 82,943 
A/Ending cash balance of the year loan retired. 
B/The loan balance remaining afte+ 7 years. 
Year 
5 
-
5 
7 
Loan Retired 
Month Ending 
Cash A 
Balance-/ 
59 $ 630 
--
(76,608)B/ 
53 21,503 
84 9,748 
...... 
~ 
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feed, marketing services and veterinary inputs are purchased and used 
within a short time period, usually within a year. These items are, 
thus, quickly transformed into receipts. Capital investment items such 
as buildings and equipment are purchased and used over a long period of 
time. For this reason the cost of investment items affects the swine 
systems operation for a long time. Thus, it is necessary to consider 
the effect of time in comparing the profitability of the alternative 
production systems. 
The net discounted present value analysis is a capital budgeting 
technique used to compare alternative investments. This technique, as 
used in this study, establishes the present value of the expected re-
turns that accrue to an investment over its lifetime and then compares 
this total to the present value of the investment. The amount, if any, 
by which returns to the investment exceeds the investment cost is the 
amount of profit earned by the investment. 
To arrive at the present value of returns, it is necessary to pro-
ject cash income and cash operating expenses for the life of the system. 
Fo~ the three basic systems, it is assumed that their functional life 
is eight years and any production after eight years is assumed to re-
quire new investment. Because of this, and the fact that any returns 
after eight years discounted (assuming a 10 percent interest rate) to 
year one are of relatively little value, income and expenses are needed 
for eight years of each operation. Projected monthly cash receipts and 
expenses are available in the cash flow analysis, as shown in Table XV. 
Discounting year one first, the month of January shows a -$3,163 current 
balance. This reduced by the investment cost of $2,400 leaves -$763 of 
returns to investment on January; 31. This return is discounted to day 
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ene·using equation 1, 
(1) Present Value of Returns = 
or Investment Cost 
Monthly Returns or Investment Cost 
(1 + . 0083)n 
with n as the numerical month within which the returns are·earned 
(January as 1, ••• December as 12). The investment cost of $2,400 is 
also discounted using equation 1 to arrive at the present value of the 
investment (all of which takes place in the first year). This monthly 
process is continued for the reniaining months of year one and the values 
summed to arrive at the present value for year one. The monthly re-
ceipts and expenses for years two through eight are then computed as 
the average of the monthly current balance of years two, three and four 
of the cash flow results. The average monthly returns are then dis-
counted, using equation 1, to yield the value of each year's returns on 
January 1 of that year. Then, still assuming a 10 percent interest 
rate, the January 1 year one present value of returns to investment is 
calculated using equation 2, 
(2) Present Value of Returns = 
Jan. 1 Yearly Returns 
(1 + .lO)n-l 
1 
with n being the year of operation. The present value of yearly re-
turns are then summed along with the present value of the salvage value 
of the investment to arrive at the total present value of returns to 
investment as shown in Table XIX. 
The farrow-to-finish operation shows a net discounted present 
value of $152,262 returns to the initial investment cost. This is in-
terpreted as the marginal profit the system is estimated to earn above 
1 Baumol, pp. 446~448. 
TABLE XIX 
NET DISCOUNTI:IBPRESENT'V:AI:.UE OF ALTERNATIVE SWINE INVESTMENTS 
ASSUMING A TEN PERCENT INTEREST RATE 
System 
100-Sow Farrow-to-Finish 
100-Sow Feeder Pig 
Production 
Finish Feeder Pigs 
Total Return~/ 
to Investment 
$367,356 
182,666 
110,402 
Present Value of A/ 
Returns to Investment 
$231,605 
112,853 
60,686 
A/Includes salvage value of buildings, equipment and machinery. 
Present Value of 
Investment Cost 
$79,343 
57,351 
32,436 
Net Present 
Value of 
Investment 
$152,262 
55,502 
28,250 
....... 
...... 
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the initial cost of investment capital. Comparatively the feeder pig 
producing system projects a net discounted present value of $55,502 
for returns to the investment, and the finishing operation projects a 
net value of $28,250. Thus, all systems, with returns and costs dis-
counted to day one of operation, have the potential of returning a pro-
fit to their respective investment with the farrow-to-finish having the 
largest returns and the finishing the least. 
Input Combination Analysis 
The analysis thus far has dealt with the comparison of alternative 
swine operations (farrow-to-finish, feeder pig production, and finishing 
feeder pigs) that are assumed to illustrate the most efficient resource 
combinations for producing hogs. As noted previously on-farm feed pro-
cessing and on-farm grain storage are likely production stages to be. 
vertically integrated with either system to provide alternative resource 
combinations. 
Returns to Land, Overhead, Risk and Management 
The basic means by which to evaluate on-farm feed processing and 
grain-storage is the amount that each adds to or subtracts from per 
unit cost of producing the output. Since these production alternatives 
have no affect on the level of output, any change that occurs in the 
profit earned by the system wh~n either is added indicates a change in 
the per unit cost of production. 
Referring to Table XX, it is evident what affect on-farm feed pro-
cessing and on-farm feed processing grain storage have on the alterna-
tive systems. The 100-sow farrow-to-finish operation that purchases 
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feed has average annual returns to land, overhead, risk and management 
of $39,172, based on the average annual total receipts of $143,302. 
Assuming a 10 percent interest rate, this same output produced by a 100-
sow farrow-to-finish operation that processes its own feed returns 
$39 ,162. This· indicates that the reduction in operation cost due to 
processing the feed on the farm is not significantly less than the in-
crease in·costs due to the higher investment and labor costs. The 100-
sow farrow-to-finish operation that processes feed and stores a years' 
grain requirements returns $237 less than the operation that purchases 
feed. Thus, the per unit production costs, assuming a 10 percent in-
terest rate, of the system that purchases feed and the system that pro-
cesses the·feed are almost identical, while the operation that processes 
feed and·stores grain exhibits per unit costs somewhat higher than the 
other two. 
TABLE XX 
COMPARISON OF RETURNS TO LAND, OVERHEAD, 
RISK AND MANAGEMENT OF VARIOUS 
SWINE PRODUCTION PROCESSEs!/ 
Farrow Feeder 
tq Pig 
Input Combination Finish Production 
Purchase Feed $39,172 $15,565 
Process Feed 39,162 12,370 
Store Grain 38,935 ------
!!,/Assuming a 10 percent rate. 
Finish 
Feeder 
Pigs 
$11,098 
10,203 
10,115 
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The'average annual returns to the feeder pig operation and the 
system that finishes feeder pigs are highest when feed is purchased, 
exceeding·the·other alternative resource combinations by at least $800. 
The returns to the finishing operation that processes feed and the op-
eration that processes feed and stores grain differ by only $88, which 
indicates that their per unit cost of production are about the same. 
Capital Cost 
The capital cost.of a hog enterprise is the charge for using oper-
ating and investment capital in the enterprise. If it is an actual 
charge, it represents the cost of money borrowed to purchase the inputs. 
If it is an opportunity charge, it refers to the return the money spent 
could have earned in an alternative use that is thus foregon,e. In 
either·case the interest rate used is usually the rate at which finan-
cial institutions are loaning money. In actuality interest rates are 
constantly changing and are not.the same for all individuals. So, in 
prodaetian·systems such as these that require large amounts of capital 
·any difference or·change in the.interest rate changes the profitability 
of the enterprise. 
The analysis now looks at the effect interest rates have on the 
returns·· eaTned by the alternative production processes. Up to this 
point all analysises assumed a 10 percent interest rate. Table XXI 
shows the effect reducing interest rates to 7 1/2 percent and 5 percent 
has on the returns earned. 
The 100-sow farrow-to-finish operation that purchases feed and the 
system that processes feed are about $200 more profitable than the 100-
sow farrow-to-finish operation that processes feed and stores grain, 
TABLE XX.I 
THE .. , EF·FECT ·OF INTEREST RATE ON THE RETURNS TO LAND, 
OVERHEAB,' RISK AND MANAGEMENT FOR ALTERNATIVE 
SWINE PRODUCTION PROCESSES 
Interest Rate 
Process 10% 7 1/2% 
Farrow-to-Finish 
Purchase Feed $39,172 $41,524 
Feed Processing 39,162 41,735 
Grain Storage 38,935 41,668 
Feed·er Pig Production 
Purchase Feed 15,565 17,008 
Feed Processing 12,370 14,157 
Finish Feeder Pigs 
Purchase Feed 11,098 12,748 
Feed Processing 10,203 12,096 
Grain Storage 10,114 12,124 
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5% 
. $43',876 
44,308 
44,401 
18,450 
15,945 
14,399 
13,989 
14 ,134 
'·ii 
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assuming a ,10 percent interest rate~ This is because at the higher in-
terest rate the additional investments of the latter system causes a 
higher capital cost that is not offset by the reduced operating cost. 
At lower interest rates the opposite effect is evident. At an interest 
rate of 7·1/2 percent the feed processing system shows the highest re-
turns and the feed purchasing the lowest. The reduced charge.tor capi-
tal now makes the reduction in operating costs, that results from the 
processing of feed on the farm, yield a higher profit to the system 
that employs more capital investment items. So with a reduction in the 
interest rate from 10 to 7 1/2 percent there is a lowering of the per 
unit total,cost of production for all systems but a relatively greater 
reduction for the system that processes feed. A reduction in the in-
terest to 5 percent again lowers per unit production costs for all sys-
tems, making them mor~ profitable. Relatively, the costs for the system 
that uses the highest level of investment capital, the system that 
stores· the grain, are reduced the most~ 
At a 10 percent interest rat~ the feeder pig producing system that 
purchases feed is substantially more.profitable than the system that 
processes feed cm the farm and stores grain. By reducing the interest 
rate·to 7 1/2 and 5 percent both become more profitable but the feed 
purchasing operation remains substantially more.profitable. Thus, at 
none of the interest rates examined does the decrease in operating costs 
·from on-farm feed processing and grain storage offset the increase in 
capital cost that results from the increase in the investment level. 
The sa~e is true for the alternative fini~hing operations. However, at 
the 5 percent rate the range of the returns is only $410 which indicates 
that at lower interest rates returns to the systems may be relatively 
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the same. 
Net Discounted Present Value 
The average annual returns earned by the various systems are the 
amount by which average income exceeds average cost. With investment 
items this is not a true comparison since the cost of the durable in-
puts purchased now is not directly comparable to the receipts earned in 
later years from the investment inputs. So, to compare different in-
vestment combinations that produce differing flows of receipts it is 
necessary to determine the net discounted present value of the return 
to investment earned by the alternative systems. Table XXII presents 
the net·present value of the returns that accrue to the investment in 
the various systems. 
As on-farm feed processing and on-farm grain storage are added to 
the farrow-to-finish system, the reduction in the cash operating ex-
penses results in increasing total returns to the investments from 
$367,-356 to $410,8-39. Discounting the returns to the first day of op-
eration results also in increasing present value of returns as the 
system is vertically integrated. As to be expected, the increase in 
investment cost leads to higher present values of investment costs. The 
result, 'as implied·by the net present value of the systems, is that even 
though· there is a reduction in cash operating costs that results in in-
ereased ·returns over the life of the systems, the additional investment 
costs of vertical integration more than offset this causing the margin-
al returns to investment to decrease from $152,262 for the system that 
purchases feed to $146,375 for the system that processes feed. Com-
paring the addition of grain storage to a system that processes feed 
TABLE XXII 
NET DISCOUN'l'EfVPRESENT' VALU'E OF ALTERNATIVE INPUT COMJHNATIONS FOR SWINE 
OPERATIONS ASSUMING A TEN PERCENT INTEREST RATE 
Total Returns~/ 
to Investment 
Present Valu~/ Present Value of Net Present 
System 
Farrow-to-Finish 
Purchase Feed 
Feed Processing 
Grain Storage 
Feeder Pig Production 
Purchase Feed 
Feed Processing 
Finish Feeder Pigs 
Purchase Feed 
Feed Processing 
Grain Storage 
$367,356 
402,609 
410,839 
182,666 
193,635 
110,402 
133,840 
146,371 
Returns to Investment Investment Cost Value of Investment 
$231,605 $ 79,343 $152,262 
250,882 104,915 145,967 
256,372 109,997 146,375 
112,853 57,351 55,502 
118,102 82,923 35' 779 
60,686 32,436 28,250 
76,054 58,008 18,046 
82,619 63,319 19,300 
A/Includes salva~e value of buildings, equipment and machinery. 00 .&:--
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indicates that the resulting increase in returns makes grain storage a 
profitable investment. 
The results are the same for the feeder pig system that adds feed 
processing and grain storage. The additional investment cost is greater 
than the value of future returns. Also, with the system that finishes 
feeders the additional investment of vertical integration is greater 
than the resulting increase in returns to th~ investment. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter is comprised of three parts: summary, results, and 
areas for further research, The summary restates the objectives of this 
study and describes the approach used to meet the objectives. The re-
sults draw some conclusions about confinement swine systems in Oklahoma. 
The last section of the chapter develops, based on the objectives and 
« 
conclusions, areas or hypothesis that require further study. 
Summary 
The overall objective of this study, as described in Chapter I, is 
to provide planning information for present and potential commercial, 
confinement swine producers in Oklahoma. Specifically the first objec-
tive was to establish input-output information for three basic confine-
ment systems, the farrow-to-finish operation, the feeder pig producing 
system and the system that finishes feeder pigs. To do this, budgets 
were generated for each system based on resource requirements and out-
put estimates of animal scientists and agricultural engineers at Okla-
homa State University. Each system was generated assuming above average 
management employing the latest level of technology. Chapter III pre-
sents the input-output information in the form of average annual costs 
and returns budgets for a 100-sow farrow-to-finish system, a 100-sow 
feeder pig operation and a finishing system that produces an average of 
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more than 1,500 slaughter hogs annually. Input information is also 
presented and budgets generated for the three systems vertically inte-
grated with on-farm feed processing and on-farm grain storage. 
The next step to provide decision making information was a compari-
son of the .returns to land, overhead, risk and management of the various 
enterprises at various interest rates. This static approach to profit-
ability yielded information that can be used to decide which output to 
produce and how to combine inputs to produce the output. During the 
course of comparing the returns to the swine systems, it became evident 
that informat.ion was needed to determine the value of feeder pigs pro-
duced and sold. Chapter IV presents a means of pricing feeder pigs, 
based on the price of slaughter hogs, so that the returns to the feeder 
pig producer and the finishing operation compare to the labor required 
by each system. 
Anotper objective of this study was to develop a projected monthly 
cash flow for the various systems. The cash flow analysis in Chapter IV 
provides planning information concerning loan levels and repayment capa-
city for the three systems under varied management factors and economic 
conditions. 
Since each system requires different levels of investment and op-
erating capital, a net discounted present value budgeting technique was 
used to compare the profitability of the various investments. This pro-
vides comparative planning information with regard to the net returns 
that each system can be expected to earn at a common point in time. 
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Results 
Farrow-to-Finish 
Based on the experimental data used, to generate the budget for the 
100-sow farrow-to-finish operation, this operation produces an average 
of 1,435 slaughter hogs annually. As indicated in Table XXIII annqal 
gross receipts from the sale of market hogs, sows and boars total yearly 
about $143,000, assuming an average price of $40 per hundred-weight for 
the 220 pound barrows and gilts. 
TABLE XXIII 
SUMMARY OF THE AVERAGE ANNUAL COSTS AND RETURNS BUDGET 
FOR BASIC CONFI~MENT SWINE SYSTEMS~/ 
100-Sow 100-Sow 
Farrow Feeder 
to Pig 
Finish Operation 
Finish 
Feeder 
Pigs 
Gross Receipts $143,302 $63,917 $133,268 
Operating Cost 77 '256 30,231 108,140 
Capital Cost~/ 9,409 5, 770 6,601 
Ownership Cost 10,261 7,307 3,900 
Labor Cost£/ 7,204 5,043 3,528 
Returns to Land, Overhead, 
Risk and Management 39,172 15,566 11,098 
------------------------------------~--------------------------------
A/Feed is purchased off the farms. 
]./10 percent interest rate. 
Cf 
- $3.00 per hour wage rate. 
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The initial machinery and building investment for this confinement 
system is around $83,000 if the owner acts as the general contractor, 
but $100,000 to $150,000 if it is turn-key constructed. Operating in-
puts, including labor, total over $84,000 annually, with well over 
$60,000 dollars of this being feed cost ($4 milo and $8 soybean meal). 
Ownership and capital costs that total close to $20,000 annually result 
in average annual returns to land, overhead, risk and management of 
$39,172. 
It is found that a hog entrepreneur that elects to farrow and 
finish slaughter hogs is going to need either good credit to finance 
such an operation or have access to a large amount of capital. If this 
system is completely financed by borrowed capital, it will require at 
lease 3 1/2 years to repay a demand note loan, with the likelihood of 
substaining a maximum loan of over $125,000, and the possibility of 
management ability and economic conditions extending repayment time to 
4 or 4 1/2 years. Net present value of returns of over $150,000 to the 
initial investment in long term items, such as building and equipment 
obviously means that this is a good investment if the operator already 
controls enough equity to establish the enterprise. 
With regard to vertically integrating on-farm feed processing and 
on-farm grain storage, a comparison of average annual returns suggests 
that the per unit cost of production does not increase much when feed 
processing is added to the system. In fact, a comparison of average 
returns at various capital costs indicates that at interest rates lower 
then 10 percent the profitability of the farrow-to-finish system in-
creases as feed processing and grain storage are added. 
In conclusion, the evidence indicates that a 100-sow farrow-to-
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finish confinement operation is potentially a very profitable enter-
prise. This conclusion is based on the assumed input-output relation-
ship and an entreprenuer with above average management ability. 
Feeder Pig Production 
One of the basic results of analyzing the 100-sow feeder pig pro-
du~ing system is the major role the pricing formula, for the saleof the 
fifty pound feeder pigs, plays on the profitability of the enterprise. 
With a system such as this, that has an initial investment cost of 
approximately $60,000 and requires annually over $35,000 worth of 
operating inputs, it is necessary that the feeder pig pricing formula 
is·one tha:t 0 yields returns that justify the level of management ability 
required as compared to the level of management required by the finish-
ing ope:r:-ation··that·'purehases the feeder. 
With the price formula of 1.6 times the market hog price for the 
first forty pounds of feeder pig and market price for remaining pounds, 
it is found·that this-feeder pig operation that sells annually 1,435 
feed·ia-rs,has I'"eturns -te··land; overhead, risk and management of $10,954. 
·Whereas, - the fin.±·shing operation that has lower fixed and labor costs 
has retqrns of over $16,000 annually. Assuming $40 market hogs, for 
the two operations· to receive returns to labor, overhead, risk and 
management in proportion to the amount of labor used, the analysis in-
dicates that the-1.6 factor should be 1.8. This formula results in 
returns to i:he-- feeder pig operation and the finishing operation of 
$15;566 and $11,098 respectively. 
Based on the new feeder pig pricing formula, the cash flow analysis 
indicates that the 100-sow feeder pig system generates enough cash in-
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come to pay back the initial investment cost in 4 1/2 years, with a 
maximum loan incurred of over $85,000. The effect of a reduction in 
pigs per litter to seven or a 25 percent increase in feed price is to 
extend the time needed to repay a demand note financial plan to over 
6 years and to increase the maximum.loan by about $4,000. If the en-
trepreneur already owns enough capital to establish the system, its 
ability to generate returns to investment of $55,502 in present value 
dollars makes it a feasible investment alternative. 
The entire analysis, though, indicates that the integration of on-
farm feed processing and grain storage is not an optimum combination of 
resources, since it reduces returns to land, overhead, risk and manage-
ment by $2,505 when total interest cost is lowest. The present value 
analysis further substantiates this in that the discounted net present 
value of returns to investment for the feed processing system is $35,779 
as compared tothe system that purchases feed with net present value of 
returns to investment of $55,502. 
Even though the evidence indicates that a feeder pig production 
operation is profitable, it must be stated that its profitability is 
contingent on two important factors, the price received for the feeder 
pig and the management ability of the operator. 
Finish Feeder Pigs 
The initial investment in buildings and equipment of a feeder pig 
finishing operation that sells an average of more than 1,500 slaughter 
hogs annually is estimated to be $32,900. Annual operating iriputs, 
including labor, used yearly are valued at over $110,000, resulting in 
average returns to land, overhead, risk and management of $11,098 
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annuallyo This assumes market hogs are sold at $40 per hundred-weight 
and feeder pigs purchased at $32.80 per head. 
The price received for the slaughter hogs (and paid for feeder 
pigs) and the price paid for feed have an important affect on the profit 
earned by the system. Assuming that the operation is 100 percent fi-. 
nanced and slaughter hogs sell at $40 per hun~red-weight means that five 
years are required to repay the debt of the entrepreneur. With $38 
market hogs seven years are required to repay the debt. If the price 
of milo and soybean meal averages $5 and $8 per hundred-weight respec-
tively, the operator is not able to finance the entire operation, but 
must already own at least a portion of the operating or investment 
capital needed to start the enterprise. Ownership of the investment 
capital makes this a viable investment since the net discounted present 
value of returns to investment is over $33,000. 
The coordination of on-farm feed processing and on-farm grain 
storage adds nothing to the profitability of the enterprise. In fact, 
a comparison of the returns earned by the various resource combinations 
indicates a per unit production cost increase as the stages of produc-
tion are integrated. 
In conclusion, it must be pointed out that the operating inputs 
make up a larger part of costs than.the investment inputs; thus, the 
profitability of this enterprise is basically a function of the prices 
paid for the feed and the feeder pigs purchased for the system. This is 
partially offset by the fact that only 1/2 a man-year is required for 
labor leaving the owner-operator with labor for use in another income 
earning alternative, 
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Comparison of the Three Systems 
The decision about which system is best for the hog farmer is a 
function of the amount of capital and labor he can supply. If a large 
amount of capital is available, either owned or financed, and enough 
labor is supplied, the 100-sow farrow-to-finish operation should be 
considered first. It is most favorable because it returns the most to 
management of·the three systems, it has the shortest repayment time re-
quired, and is not as drastically affected by economic conditions, such 
as operating input and output prices, as the other systems. 
The finishing operation is att+active when labor and/or investment 
capital is restricted, but is adversely affected by fluctuations in 
economic factors·, particularly the hog-feed price relationship. The 
feeder pig operation shows higher returns to management than the fin-
ishing system, with a proper feeder pig price. For this reason, a 
feeder pig operation should probably only be considered when a contrac-
tual type agreement is made that results in a feeder pig price that 
yields equitable returns to the buyer and seller of the feeder pig. 
Areas for Further Study 
This study indicates that a confinement hog enterprise in Oklahoma 
is a profitable investment; but during the course of this study, it was 
necessary to make certain assumptions concerning the input-output rela-
tionship. Further hog studies, possibly based on record or survey data, 
should examine more closely such things as actual average litter size, 
feed conversion rates, and labor requirements. Another closely related 
area is the effect actual fluctuations in the price hog farmers pay and 
receive have on the net returns of hog farms in Oklahoma. 
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Another obvious area that requires research is alternative pro-
duction processes. In particular semi-confinement type operations, 
that require less capital investment and operating investment, should 
be examined as alternative enterprises for the Oklahoma farmer. 
Another question raised by this study is the importance the feeder 
pig pricing formula has on the feeder pig producer and finisher. The 
formula established in this study provides a means of establishing new 
feeder pig prices when the prices of feed and slaughter hogs change. 
Thus, additional work is needed to review and revise the feeder pig 
price as feed and slaughter hog prices change. 
Anarea of· extreme importance is the evaluation of alternative 
waste handling methods~ Several methods exist that require differing 
amounts of labor and capital and have different effects on the enter-
prise. 
Last, but not necessarily the least area, is the influence differ-
ent financial arrangements have on the size of the operatio~ and the 
profit of the enterprise" 
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APPENDIXES 
TABLE XXIV 
AVERAGE ANNUAL COSTS AND RETURNS FOR THE 100-SOW FARROW-TO-FINISH 
SWINE SYSTEM THAT PROCESSES FEED 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PRODUCT ICN UNITS QUANITY WEIGHT PRICE VALUE/UNIT VALUE 
SLAUGHTER HOGS HD. 103.00 2.20 40. 520 89.14 9181.82 
SLAUGHTER HOGS HD. 207 .oo 2.20 44. 720 98. 38 20365.47 
SLAUGHTER HOGS HOo 237.00 2.20 37. 880 83.34 19750.62 
SLAUGHTER HOGS HD. lH.00 2.20 41. 3l0 90.90 21544.23 
SLAUGHTER HOGS HO. 237.00 2.20 41.lt.0 90.55 21460.81 
SL AUGHT ER HOGS Hr. 201.00 2. 20 37.320 82.10 16995.52 
SLAUGHTER HOGS w. 201.00 2.20 37 .920 33 .42 17268. 76 
sows HU. 19.00 3.00 37.000 ll ! .OJ 2109.on 
sows HO. 105.00 3,70 36. 000 133. 20 13985.99 
BOAR HO. 5 .oo 4,00 32 .ooo 128.0~ b40.00 
TOTAL RECEIPTS 143302 .06 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
OPHATING INPUTS UNITS 
MILO 
~!LO 
MILO 
SOYBEAN HEAL 
SOYBEAN HEAL 
SOYBEAN MEAL 
SOYBEAN HEAL 
SOYBEAN MEAL 
SOYBEAN HEAL 
SALT 
DICAL PHOSPHATE 
CALCIUM 
CCRN 
SUCROSE 
DRIED WI-EV 
VIT TRACE 
ALF HEAL 
VET & MED. 
SELL & HAULING 
BOAR P !GS 
UTlL IT !ES 
OPE.Ro TAX & INS, 
TRAC TOR FUEL CO ST 
TRACTOR REPAIR COST 
TRACTOR LUSE COST 
MACHINERY FUEL COST 
MACHINERY LUBE COST 
MACHINERY REPAIR COST 
EQUIPMENT. REPAIR 
TCTAL OPERATING COST 
RETURNS TO LANO, LABOR ,CAP IT AL ,MACHINERY, 
OVER~EAO,PISK,ANO MANAGEMENT 
cwT. 
CWT. 
CWT, 
CWT. 
CW To 
CWT, 
CWT. 
CWT. 
cwT. 
CWT. 
CWT, 
CWT. 
BU. 
CWTo 
CWT. 
CWT• 
CWTo 
HO. 
HO. 
HO, 
DOL. 
DOL. 
RATE 
PER UNIT 
3146 .oo 
3247.00 
3257.00 
394.00 
40B.OO 
411.00 
412.00 
411.00 
412.00 
64.80 
195 .oo 
96.00 
360.00 
15.60 
31.20 
12.00 
150.00 
1764 .oo 
1559.00 
s.oo 
12.00 
41759.00 
NUMBER TOTAL 
OF UNI TS UNITS PRICE VALUE 
1.01 3177.458 3.99 12678.05 
1. 01 3279.468 4 .03 13216.25 
1. 01 3289. 568 3o93 12928.00 
l.OO 394 .ooo 1.0• 3108. 66 
lo 00 403.000 7.92 3231.36 
1. 00 4llo ODO 1.00 323d.68 
1.00 412 .ooo 8 .1 ".' 3337.2J 
lo 00 411o000 a.21 3374.31 
l .oo 412 .ooo 8.oo J296.00 
1. 00 64.800 2 .1 ~' 136.08 
1. 00 195. 000 j. L ,.) 604.50 
loOO 96 .C"C .so 172.80 
lo 00 360.000 .::..5~ 900.00 
lo OD 15. 600 10.00 156.00 
1.00 31 .200 q.on 280.80 
loOO 12.000 so.co 600.00 
lo 00 150.000 4.50 675.00 
l.OO 1764.000 1.50 2646.00 
lo 00 1559. 000 1.50 2338.50 
lo 00 5.0()0 300.00 1500 .oo 
l.OO 12.occ 114.36 1372. 32 
l.OO 41759.000 0.02 785.07 
19.17 
so .01 
2.87 
165.43 
24.82 
36.92 
2465. (lQ 
73340.19 
69961. 88 
---------------------------------------~--------------------------------------------------------------CAP ITAL COST 
b~NUAL CPERATING CAPITAL 
TRACTOR INVESTMENT 
MACHINERY INVESTMENT 
EQUIPHE~T INVESTMENT 
LIVESTOCK INYESTHENT 
TOTAL INTEREST CHAR GE 
qETURNS TC LANO, LABOR, MACHINERY, 
OVERt;EAO,iR !SK AND MANAGEMENT 
OWNERSHIP COST: !DEPRECIATION, 
TAXES, l~SURANCEI 
TRAC TOR 
MACHINERY 
EQUI FHENT 
LIVESTOCK 
TOTAL OWNEPSHIP COST 
RETURNS TO LANO, LABOR, OVEP.HEAO, 
R !SK AND HAN AG EH ENT 
LABCR COSTS 
MACHINE PY LABOR 
LIVESTOCK LABOR 
TOTAL LABOR COST 
•ETURNS TD LANO, OVERHEAD 
RISK AND MANAGEMENT 
DOL. 
DOL. 
DOLo 
OOL, 
PRICE 
a.100 
0.100 
0.100 
0.100 
0.100 
PRICE 
3.000 
3,QOO 
AMOUNT 
33151.125 
304.454 
1214.760 
56749. 863 
11499.9'16 
HOURS 
361.199 
2160. 000 
VALUE 
3315. ll 
30.45 
121 .48 
56 74. 96 
1150.QO 
10292.01 
40.q7 
247.38 
12439.48 
216.20 
12944.03 
1083.60 
6480.00 
n63.59 
39162 .24 
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TABLE XXV 
AVERAGE ANNUAL COSTS AND RETURNS FOR THE 100-SOW FARROW-TO-FINISH 
SWINE SYSTEM THAT PROCESSES FEED AND STORES 
ONE YEAR'S GRAIN REQUIREMENT 
PRODUCT ION UN ITS QUAN TTY WEIGHT PRICE VALUE/UNIT VALUE 
SLAUGHTER HOGS HD. 103.00 2.20 40. 520 89.14 91 BL .a2 
SLAUGHTER HOGS HO. 201.00 2.20 4'. 720 98.38 20365.47 
SLAUGHTER HOGS HD. 237 .oo 2.20 37. 880 83.34 19750. 62 
SLAUGHTER HOGS HOo 237.00 2.20 41 .320 90.90 21544.23 
S LAU GHTE P HOGS HD. 237. 00 2.20 41.160 90 .55 21460.Bl 
SLAUGHTER HOGS HO. 201.00 2. 20 37. 320 82, L 0 16995.52 
SLAUGHTER HOGS HD. 201.00 2.20 37 .920 83.42 172M. 76 
sows HD. 19. 00 3.00 37. 000 111.00 2109.('J 
sows HD. 105.00 3.10 36, 000 133.20 13985.99 
BOAR HD. 5 .oo 4,00 32 .coo 128.00 640.00 
TCTAL RECEIPTS 143302.06 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
OPERATING INPUTS UNITS 
MILO 
SOYBEAN MEAL 
SCYBEAN MEAL 
SOYBEAN MEAL 
SCYBEA~ ~EAL 
SCYBEAN MEAL 
SCYBEAN MEAL 
SALT 
D !CAL PHOSPHATE 
CALC !UM 
CORN 
SUCROSE 
DRIED WHEY 
VIT TRACE 
ALF MEAL 
VET & MED. 
SELL & HAULING 
BCU PIGS 
UTILITIES 
OPER. TAX & INS. 
TRACTOR FUEL COST 
TFACTOR REPAIR COST 
TRACTOR LUBE COST 
MACHINERY FUEL COST 
MACHINERY LUBE COST 
MACHINERY REPAIR COST 
E'UIPMENT REPA1~ 
TOTAL OPERATING COST 
RETURNS TC LANO,LABORoCAPITAL,MACHINERY, 
OVfRHEAO,RISK,AND MANAGEMENT 
CAPITAL COST 
A~NUAL CPERATlNG CAPITAL 
TRACTOR INVESTMENT 
MACHINERY INVESTMENT 
EOUIFMENT INVESTMENT 
LIVESTOCK INVESTMENT 
TOTAL INTEREST CHARGE 
RETUHNS TO LAND, LABOR, MACHINERY, 
OVEPHEAO, RISK AND MANAGEMENT 
OWNERSHIP COST: (DEPRECIATION, 
TAXES, INSURANCEI 
. TPACTOR 
MACHINERY 
ECUI PM ENT 
l IVESTCCK 
TOTAL OWNERSHIP COST 
RETURNS TC LANO, LABOR, OVERHEAD, 
RISK AND MANAGEMENT 
LABOR COSTS 
MACHINERY LABOR 
LIVESTOCK LABOR 
TOTAL LABOR COST 
>'ETURNS TO LMD, OVERHEAD 
PISK ANC ~ANAGEMENT 
CWT. 
CWT. 
CWT. 
CWT. 
cwT. 
cwT. 
CWT. 
CWT• 
CWT. 
CWT• 
BU. 
CWT. 
CWT. 
CWT. 
CWT. 
HO, 
HD. 
HO. 
DDL. 
DOL. 
DOL • 
OOL. 
DOL. 
DOL, 
RATE 
PER UNIT 
9650.00 
394 .oo 
408.00 
411. 00 
412.00 
411.00 
412.00 
64 .so 
195.00 
96.00 
360.00 
15 .60 
31.20 
12.00 
150.00 
1764.00 
1559.00 
5. 00 
12.00 
-;4220 .oo 
NUMBER 
OF UNITS 
1.02 
1. 00 
1. 00 
1. 00 
1. 00 
1.00 
l. 00 
1. 00 
1.00 
l. 00 
i.oo 
l.oo 
1.00 
1. 00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
l. 00 
i.oo 
1.00 
PRICE 
0.100 
0.100 
0.100 
0.100 
0.100 
PPICE 
3.000 
3.000 
TOTAL 
UNITS 
9842.992 
394, 000 
408.000 
411.0JO 
412.000 
411 .ooo 
412.000 
64. 800 
195 .ooo 
%.000 
360. 000 
15 .60 0 
31. 200 
12. 000 
150.000 
l 764. 000 
1559.000 
5.00C 
l2.000 
54220.000 
A~OUNT 
35590.668 
304. 454 
12l4.760 
60709. 824 
l 1499.996 
Hr!l.IR $ 
361.199 
2160. 000 
PRICE 
3.82 
7.89 
7 .92 
7 .BB 
e.10 
8 .21 
8 .oo 
2.10 
3 .10 
1.ao 
2.50 
LC.DO 
9.00 
50.00 
4.50 
l.50 
1.50 
300.0Q 
114. 3 6 
0 .o? 
VALUE 
376~0.l} 
3108.66 
3231.36 
3238,oB 
3337. 20 
3374.31 
3296. 00 
136. OB 
604. 50 
172.80 
900.00 
156.CO 
280.80 
600.00 
6 75 .co 
2646.00 
2338.50 
1500.0J 
1372.32 
1019.34 
19 .17 
50. 81 
2.87 
165 .43 
24. 82 
36.92 
2513.00 
72400. 3d 
70901.69 
VAL IJE 
3559.07 
30.45 
121.48 
6070.99 
ll50.00 
10931.% 
59969. 73 
40. 97 
24 7. 38 
12966.52 
216.20 
13471.07 
46498.66 
1083.60 
6480.00 
7563. 59 
38935.C7 
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TABLE XXVI 
AVERAGE ANNUAL COSTS AND RETURNS FOR THE 100-SOW 
F~EDER PIG PRODUCTION SYSTEM THAT PROCESSES 
FEED AND STORES ONE YEAR'S 
GRAIN REQUIREMENT 
100 
---------~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PRODUCT ION UNITS 
FEEDER PIGS HO, 
FEEDER P !GS HO, 
FEEDER PIGS HO, 
F EEO ER PIGS HO, 
FEEDER P !GS HO. 
FEEDER PIGS HD, 
FEEDER PIGS HO, 
sows HD, 
sows HD, 
BOAR HO, 
TOTAL RECEIPTS 
OPEPAT ING INPUTS UNITS 
MILO CWT. 
S CY BEAN MEAL CWT. 
S CY BEAN MEAL CWT, 
SOYBEAN MEAL CWT, 
SALT CWT, 
DICAL PHOSPHATE CWT, 
CALC !UM CWT, 
CCRN BU, 
SUCROSE CWT, 
DR !ED WHEY CWT. 
VIT TPACE CWT, 
ALF MEAL CWT. 
BOAR P !GS HD, 
VET & MED. HIJ, 
SELL & ~AULING HD, 
UTILITIES DOL, 
DPER, TAX & INS, DOL, 
TRACTOR FUEL COST 
TRACTOR REPAIR COST 
TRACTOR LUBE COST 
MACH !NE RY FUEL COST 
MACHINERY LUBE COST 
MACHINERY REPAIR COST 
ECUIPHENT REPAIR 
TOTAL OPERATING COST 
RETURNS TO LmO,LABORoCAPITALoMACHINERY, 
OVER~ EAD, R !SK, ANO MANAGEMENT 
CAPITAL COST 
ANNUAL CPERATING CAPITAL 
TRACTOR INVESTMENT 
MACHINERY INVESTMENT 
EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT 
LIVESTOCK INVESTMENT 
TOTAL INTEREST CHARGE 
OETURNS TC LANO, LABOR, MACHINERY, 
OVERHFADo RISK AND MANAGEMENT 
OW~ERSHIP COST: IDEPRECIATION, 
TAXES, INSURANCEI 
TRAC TOR 
MACHI NERY 
EQUIPMENT 
LIV ESTOCK 
TOTAL OWNERSHIP COST 
RETURNS TO LAND, LABOR, OVERHEAD, 
RISK AND MANAGEMENT 
LABCR COSTS 
fo\ACHINERY LABOR 
LIVESTOCK LABOR 
TOTAL LABOR COST 
RETURNS TO LAND, OVER.HEAD 
RISK AND MANAGEMENT 
DOL. 
DUL, 
OOL. 
DOL. 
QUANITY 
103.00 
207 .oo 
237.00 
237,00 
237.00 
201.00 
207.00 
19.00 
105.00 
5.00 
RATE 
PER UNIT 
2772 .oo 
296.00 
297.00 
298.00 
20.40 
ss.20 
2B.80 
360 ,oo 
15.60 
31. 20 
6 .oo 
150 .oo 
5.00 
1764.00 
1559.00 
12.00 
17550.00 
WEIGHT 
o. 50 
a.so 
o. 50 
o. 50 
0,50 
o.so 
a.so 
3,00 
3, 70 
4.00 
NUMBER 
OF UNITS 
1.02 
1. 00 
1.00 
1.00 
1. 00 
1. 00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1. 00 
1. 00 
1 .oo 
1.00 
1. 00 
1.00 
l.oo 
1. 00 
PPICE 
0.100 
0.100 
0.100 
0 .100 
0.100 
PRICE 
3.000 
l. 000 
PRICE VALUE/UNIT 
59, 97 0 
66 .18 0 
56, 060 
61, 150 
60.920 
55, 230 
56 .120 
37. 000 
36, 000 
32,000 
TOTAL 
UNITS 
2827.438 
2%,000 
297. 000 
298 .ooo 
20. 400 
55. 200 
28.800 
360,000 
15.600 
31.200 
6, 000 
150.000 
5. 000 
1 764, 000 
1559 .ooo 
ll. 000 
l 7550, 000 
AMOUNT 
15059,82(' 
304.454 
1214. 760 
43412.434 
11499,996 
HOURS 
361.199 
1362.000 
29,98 
33.09 
28.03 
30.57 
30,46 
2 7 ,61 
28 .06 
l ll .oo 
133. 2 0 
128.(10 
PRICE 
3 ,99 
7.89 
1.00 
8.21 
L,10 
3,10 
1 .so 
2.50 
10.00 
9.00 
50, 00 
4.50 
300.00 
1.30 
0.75 
72,62 
c.02 
VALUE 
3088,45 
6849.63 
6643 .11 
7246.27 
7219 .02 
5 716. 30 
5808,42 
2109,0') 
13985d9 
640.00 
59306.19 
VALUE 
11281,48 
2335,44 
2340.36 
2446. ~a 
42. 84 
1 71 .12 
51,84 
900.00 
156.00 
280.80 
300,00 
675.00 
1500,00 
2293,20 
1169.25 
B71.44 
329. 94 
19.17 
so. 81 
2.87 
165.43 
24. 82 
36,92 
1870.00 
29315.26 
29990.93 
VALUE 
1505, 98 
30.45 
121.48 
4341.24 
1150,00 
7149.14 
ild'ol.79 
40.97 
24 7. 38 
'1408.14 
216,20 
9912. 68 
12929.11 
1083.60 
4086.00 
5169,59 
7759.52 
TABLE XXVII 
AVERAGE ANNUAL COSTS AND RETURNS FOR THE FINISHING 
FEEDER PIGS·SWINE SYSTEM THAT PROCESSES FEED 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------·· ··------------------------PRODUtTION UNITS CUANITY· WEIGHT ?RH ~Al UE/uNIT VALUF 
SLAUGHTER ~OGS HD. 119 .oo 2.20 40. 52C 89.14 10608.12 
SLAUGHTER ~OGS HD. 232.00 2. 20 44, 720 98.38 22825.07 
SLAUGHTER HOGS HD. 232.00 2.20 37.88C B.34 19333.94 
SLAUGHTER ~GS HD, 232.00 2.20 41. 320 ~0.90 ZIOB~. 71 
SLAUGHTER HOGS HD. 232.00 2.20 41.160 90.55 llOOBoO~ 
SLAUGHTER HOGS HD. 232,00 2 .20 37.320 Bl .10 19048 .11 
SLAUGHTER HOGS HD, 232.00 2.20 37.920 83.42 19354.36 
TCTAL RECEIPTS 133267.19 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A.ATE NUMBER TOTAL 
OPERATING INPUTS UNITS PER UNIT OF UNITS UNITS PFICE ~AL UF 
MILO CWT. 2559.00 1. 01 2584.588 3.99 l03ll o0.~ 
MILO twT. 2676.00 1. Ol 2702. 758 4,03 10892.1! 
MILO CWT. 2 702 .oo 1.0 l 2129 .01 a 3.93 10725.( .• 
SCYBEAN HEAL CWT. 292.00 l. 00 2n.ooo 7.89 2 30~ • H 
SOYBEAN HEAL CWT. 301.00 l.oo 301.000 7,92 2383.~2 
SOYBEAl'I HEAL CWT, 313 .oo 1.00 313. o~o 7.BB 2466.t.t!t 
SCYBEA~ l'EAL CWT• 301.00 l.oo 301.000 ~.10 2438.10 
SOYBEAN HEAL CWT• 324.00 l. 00 324 .ooo .21 2660.04 
SOYBEAN 14EAL CWT. 304 .oo l. 00 304. 000 i:s.or 24.12.00 
SALT CWT• 48.00 l. 00 48.000 2.10 l<JO. !10 
DICAL PHOSPHATE CWT. 144.00 1.00 144.000 3.10 446.40 
CALCIUM CWT. 72.00 l. 00 12.000 l .BO 129 .oo 
VIT TRACE CWT. 6.00 l.oo 6. 000 50.00 '0C'.OO 
F fEDER P !GS CWT. 0.50 120.00 60.000 59 ,97 35<>~.2l 
FEEDER PIGS cwT. 0,50 240. 00 120.000 ~b .18 7941 .60 
FEEDER PIGS CWT. a.so 240. 00 120. 000 56.06 6727.20 
FEEDER PIGS CWT. 0,50 240.00 120,000 61.15 7338.00 
FEEDER PIGS CWT• 0.50 240.00 120.000 60.92 7310.39 
FEEDER PIGS CWT. o.so 240. 00 120. 000 ?5 .21 662 7. 60 
F EEDEP P !GS CWT, o.so 240.00 120.000 :.o.12 6734.40 
SELL & HAULING HO, 1511.00 lo 00 1511. 000 1.50 2266 •. 50 
VET & MED, Hlh 1560.00 1.00 1560,000 1.00 1560. 00 
UTILIT !ES DOL. 12.00 1. 00 12. 000 41.00 492.00 
OPEP. TAX & INS. DOL. 42083.00 l.OO 42083. 000 0.02 191.16 
MACHINERY FUEL COST 165.43 
MACHINERY LUBE COST 24.82 
MACHINERY REPAIP COST 32 .42 
EtUIPMENT REPAlq Q57.50 
TOTAL OPERATING COST l~Ol>l.63 
PETURNS TC LAND,LABOR,CAPITALtMACHINERY, 
OVERHEAD, RISK ,AND MANAGEMENT 33109.56 
CAP IT AL COST 
ANNUAL CFERAT!NG CAPITAL 
MACHINERY INVESTMENT 
EQJ I PMENT INVESTMENT 
TOTAL INTEREST CHARGE 
RETURNS TO LAND, LABOR, MACHINERY, 
OVERl-EADo RISK ANC MANAGEMENT 
l'JWNERSHI P COST: IOEPR ECIAT !UN, 
TAXES, ll'ISURAl'ICEI 
MACHINERY 
HUIPMENT 
TOTAL OWNERSHIP COST 
PETURNS .TC LAND, LABOR, OVERHEAD, 
RI SK AND MANAGEMENT 
LAllCR COSTS 
MACHINERY LABOR 
LIVESTOCK LABOR 
TOT AL LABOR COST 
RETURNS TO LAND, OVERHEAD 
RISK AND 14ANAGEMENT 
DOL. 
OOL. 
PRICE 
.0.100 
0.100 
0.100 
PPICE 
3.000 
3. 000 
AMOUNT 
42982. 426 
729.275 
2993 7.480 
HOURS 
216.000 
l 056. 000 
VALUE 
4298.24 
77.93 
l~93.75 
7364. 91 
25744.65 
177 .18 
6328.50 
6505. 77 
b48.00 
3168.Cl 
3816. QC 
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TABLE XX.VIII 
AVERAGE ANNUAL COSTS AND RETURNS FOR THE FINISHING 
FEEDER·PI:GS·SWINE SYSTEM THAT PROCESSES FEED 
AND STORES ONE YEAR'S GRAIN REQUIREMENT 
102 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------""!------------------------PRODUCTION UNITS 
SLAUG~T ER HlGS HD. 
SLAUGHTEP HOGS HD. 
SLAUGHTER HOGS HDo 
SLAUGHTER HOGS HD. 
SL AUGHT ER HOGS HD. 
SLAUGHTER HOGS HD. 
SLAUGHTER HOGS HD. 
TOTAL RECEIPTS 
OPE RAT ING INPUTS UNITS 
MILO CWT. 
SOYBEAN MEAL CWT. 
SOYBEAN MEAL CWT• 
SCYBEAN MEAL CWT. 
SOYBEAN MEAL CWT. 
S CYB EAN MEAL CWT. 
SOYBEAN ~EAL CWT• 
SALT CWT. 
DICAL PHDSPHAT E CWT. 
CALCIUM CWT• 
VIT TRACE CWT. 
FEEDER PIGS CWT. 
FEEDER PIGS CWT. 
FEE DER P !GS CWT. 
F EEO ER PIGS Colo 
FEEDER PIGS cwr. 
FEEDER P !GS C•IT. 
FEEDER PIGS CWT, 
SELL & HAUL ING HO, 
VET & MED, HD. 
UTILITIES OOL • 
OPER, TAX & INS, DOL. 
MACHINERY FUEL COST 
MACHINERY LUBE COST 
MACHINERY REPAIR COST 
E (U I PMENT REPAIR 
TOTAL OPERATING COST 
~ETURNS TC LAhO,LAB{)R,CAPIT M.,MACHINERYo 
OVERHEAOoRISK,AND MANAGEMENT 
CAPITAL COST 
ANNUAL OPERATING CAPITAL 
MACHINERY INVESTMENT 
EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT 
TOTAL INTEREST CHARGE 
OETURNS TO LANO, LABOR, MAC~INERYo 
OVER~EAO, RISK AND MANAGEMENT 
llWNERSHI P COST: I DEPR EC I AT ION,· 
TAXES, INSURANCE! 
MACHINERY 
EQUIPMENT 
TCTAL OWNERSHIP COST 
0 ETURNS TO LAND, LABOR, OVERHEAD, 
RISK AND MANAGEMENT 
LABOR COSTS 
MACHINERY LABOR 
LIVESTOCK LABOR 
TOTAL LABOR COST 
OETURNS TO LANO, OVERHEAD 
RISK AND MANAGEMENT 
COL, 
OOL. 
QUANITY 
119.00 
232.00 
232.00 
232.00 
232.00 
232.00 
232.00 
RATE 
PER UNIT 
7937.00 
292.00 
301.00 
313.00 
301.00 
3 24 .oo 
304.00 
1t8.00 
l4't.OO 
72 .oo 
6 .oo 
o.so 
o. 50 
0.50 
0.50 
0.50 
0.50 
0 .50 
1511,00 
l560.00 
12 .oo 
52389.00 
WEIGHT 
2.20 
2. 20 
2.20 
2.20 
2. 20 
2.20 
2.20 
NUMBER 
CF UNI TS 
lo02 
lo 00 
1.00 
l,oo 
lo 00 
l. 00 
lo 00 
1.00 
l.oo 
lo 00 
1.00 
120. 00 
240.00 
240.00 
2't0.00 
240.00 
240.00 
240,00 
l.oo 
l. 00 
1. 00 
1.00 
PRICE 
0.100 
0.100 
0.100 
PR.ICE 
3. 000 
3.000 
PR!Cf VALUE/UNIT 
40.52C' 
44. 720 
37.880 
41.320 
41.160 
37.320 
37.920 
TOTAL 
UNITS 
B095. 734 
292. 000 
301. 000 
313. 000 
301.000 
324.000 
304. 000 
48 .ooo 
lH.000 
72. 000 
6 .ooo 
60.0DO 
120. 000 
120 .ooo 
120. 000 
120. 000 
120.000 
120. 000 
1511.000 
1560.000 
12. 000 
52389 .ooc 
AMOUNT 
44724.449 
729. 275 
32907. 480 
HO~•S 
216.000 
105&. coo 
eq.14 
98.38 
83.34 
90.90 
90,55 
ff2 .10 
83.42 
PP. ICE 
3.82 
7.89 
7.92 
1,88 
s.10 
8 .21 
a.oo 
2.10 
3.10 
1.00 
50 .oo 
59.97 
66.18 
56.06 
61.l' 
60.9 
55,2~ 
56.12 
1.50 
l .oo 
41.00 
0 .02 
VALUE 
10608.12 
22825.J7 
1Q3H,94 
ZL089. 71 
211108. 05 
lqo4e.11 
l9354.3b 
133267.l 9 
VALUF 
J0'1l5 .11 
2 303. 88 
2383.92 
246f .44 
24 , •• 10 
2bbQ,04 
2432.00 
100,80 
446.'<D 
129.60 
3(10,00 
3598.20 
7941.60 
6727.20 
7338.00 
1 HO ,39 
o&,7.60 
67.;4.40 
2266.50 
1560.CJ 
492, OJ 
984.Ql 
l b5 .43 
24. d2 
32.42 
993.50 
99383.50 
33883.69 
VALUE 
4472.44 
72 ,93 
3290. 75 
7836.ll 
26047.57 
177.28 
b723. 77 
6901.05 
19146.52 
648 .oo 
3lbB.OO 
3816.00 
15330.52 
'\/ 
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